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Hataitai tunnel has recently taken on the appearance of a runway with red cats’
eyes installed throughout the 623m bore. No doubt it is to aid double-decker buses
a safe passage without connecting with tunnel wall. However, the clearance is so
minimal it is a question not of if, but when, one of these new buses will get stuck.
More on page 44.

Front Cover: Designline 346 is pictured at the eastern end of Courtenay Place on 2 December 2013 while on a service to Lyall Bay. Just
ahead is the crossing of overhead that continued along Cambridge Terrace and into Wakefield Street forming part of the emergency track.
346’s poles are on the outer wires which will take it along the length of Kent Terrace towards Newtown, while the inside wires were for
Route 2 services that would turn off Kent Terrace at Elizabeth Street. The trolleybus is the subject of our “Look back at” series this month.
Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.
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Seventeen months ago, the very last trolleybus ran in Wellington. Just hours after closure
decommissioning of the network began. Eight months later the last traces of overhead were
removed from the city (other than that left hanging inside Kilbirnie depot). I was there that night
on 30 July 2018, high on a scissor platform in Crawford Road, Kilbirnie watching as the final snip
was made and the last section of overhead was lowered to the ground. Colin McLellan was also
present that evening with his camera recording this historical moment. He enquired with the
Manager overseeing the site if he might be given a memento of the occasion and was duly
presented with two pieces of contact wire from the last lowered section. Colin has recently
mounted and framed his two pieces of copper and thought you might be interested to see the
result – the final snip.
For those who expressed an interest in obtaining a model of
Designline trolleybus 384, it appears that not enough people have
committed yet to begin production. Ozbus Models sent out the
following message to those who had reserved one of the models: “Unfortunately, the Designline Wellington
model is not in production yet due to a lack of interest.” Therefore, if any readers are still contemplating
obtaining a model, it would be helpful to contact Ozbus Models. Email support@ozbusmodels.com.au for
details of the offer.
Is this how we expect our buses to run? Route 3 is one of the problematic routes
that too often experiences bus bunching. This photograph was taken at Kilbirnie
shops on 6 March. Buses are timetabled to run every ten minutes but anyone
hoping to catch a 3 would not only face a fifteen minute wait but then the choice
of two more services following a minute apart! No wonder the 3 is called a “high
frequency” route, sometimes all at once!
You’ve got to hand it to Metlink, some of the wording on the buses is
really eye-catching or eye-watering. Take new ADL 5091 – Horizontal
rain and gale force winds? You must really love this place. Certainly not
the case on 6 March when the double-decker was photographed
turning from Bay Road, Kilbirnie into Evans Bay Parade on Route 3. The message on 5083 reads
Welly blows us away every day. See page 21.
Will Route 91 timetables issued in the past become collectors’ items? With the Regional Council’s
Metlink organisation no longer providing any useful information on its website about this rather
vital connection to the Airport, users are faced with finding a bus stop that shows its route
number and then waiting for a bus to turn up. Seen left is one of the last (if not last) paper
timetables issued for the Airport Flyer and dated 20 November 2016. More on trying to catch the
91 on pages 24-25.
There is a plethora of handrails on buses and for obvious reasons but for some unknown reason
handrails have not been fitted to Tranzurban’s fleet of ten EV double-deckers at the front of the
upper deck, between the front seat and the windscreen. It would appear to be a no-brainer
having a grab rail in that location and they are certainly fitted in all the other double-deckers
operating in Wellington. “Mind your Head” (arrowed) reads the tiny sign on the bulkhead, but that
relates to standing up and not striking your head on the yellow plastic strip. However, it appears that
this situation will soon be rectified. See page 38. Right: A Tranzurban EV double-decker upper deck
view.
On 20 March it was announced that yet another review of Wellington’s troubled bus system is to take
place. The Greater Wellington Regional Council said “public consultation would form the basis of a
review into the revamped bus system's design and timetables.” One would have thought that after all
the consultative meetings that have taken place, the countless complaints from commuters and the
comments on social media the GWRC would have enough nous to know what needs addressing, but
no, yet another review. The Council said it was not known how long this process would take, but that decisions would be made by the
Council's sustainable transport committee. Do you sense a case of déjà vu here? When will this debacle end? See page 29.
All seventeen NZ Bus double-deckers allocated to the Capital have now arrived at Kilbirnie depot. According to the Australian Bus Fleets
website, the company now has over 750 buses, spread across Auckland, Tauranga and Wellington, of which 174 are based in Wellington.
The Hataitai tunnel, used for many years by trams, trolleybuses and other buses, echoed to the sound of something new on 25 March –
double-deckers. At this stage it will be just Routes 31 and 36 operated by NZ Bus in the peak that will see DDs use the tunnel, though
others may use the access under Mt Victoria travelling to and from depots while not in service. However, the clearance between the bus
and the tunnel is said to be only 30cm (1 foot) and it is not known if that is on each side or just 15cm each side. You will have to try it out
for yourself for the experience! See page 31.
Finally, on a different note, a number of overseas readers expressed their shock at the massacre of 50 people at two Christchurch
mosques on 15 March. Your messages of support and concern were appreciated.

Alan
THANKS TO THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS:
Colin McLellan, Phil Waters, Bryan Blanchard, Graham Stewart, Tony Hurst, Michael Jarka, Craig Paterson,
Graeme Inwood, David Bond, Mike Mellor, Alan Smith and all who provided feedback.
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A TRIBUTE TO BOURNEMOUTH – Phil Waters
The coastal town of Bournemouth in Hampshire (now Dorset) was home to a trolleybus fleet
for thirty-six years. Replacing trams from 13 May 1933, the maximum of twenty-two routes
and one hundred and four vehicles using three depots succumbed to the motor bus on 20
April 1969. The most well-known routes were to Christchurch. In the narrow streets a
turntable turned the trolleybuses back toward Bournemouth and was one of only five in the
world. In four stages from 1963, the number of trolleybuses shrank to twenty-nine vehicles
for the final day on routes 20 to 24 (Boscombe/Christchurch). Toward the end of operation
Bournemouth Corporation Transport allowed preserved trolleybuses to run under the
wires, such as London Transport C2 260. The most notable event took place when
Sunbeam MF2B 301 was delivered on 12 October 1962, the last production trolleybus to a
UK operator. A total of five working trolleybuses are preserved in the United Kingdom at
the East Anglia Transport Museum, Carlton Colville in Suffolk (202 and 286) and The
Trolleybus Museum at Sandtoft in Lincolnshire (99, 297 and 301). This article covers
outings to the Black Country Museum in Dudley, West Midlands.

Left: Bournemouth Corporation Transport 99, ALJ 973 a
Sunbeam MS2 three-axle with Park Royal body delivered
in 1935 and pictured in service at Sandtoft on 31 May
2004.

Right: BCT 202, ALJ 986, another Sunbeam MS2, three-axle vehicle with Park
Royal body delivered in 1935 (converted in 1958 to open top) and see here at
the East Anglia Transport Museum at Carlton Colville on 13 July 2008.

Left: BCT 301 and 297 are both Sunbeam MF2B two-axle
Weymann bodied vehicles delivered in 1962. 301 was
the last production trolleybus delivered to a U.K.
operator. Sadly within seven years its working life in
Bournemouth was over when the system closed in April
1969. The pair were photographed at work at the Black
Country Museum in Dudley on 3 June 1990.

Photos and text: Phil Waters
“Bournemouth is a comparison with Wellington; its yellow trolleybuses
being retired too early to the all-conquering motorbus, in spite of local
opposition.”
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KILBIRNIE IN THE EARLY ‘80s
Bryan Blanchard unearthed some trolleybus photographs he took at Kilbirnie depot in the early 1980s.

Left: Kilbirnie depot once had a large open yard that bordered Coutts
Street and extended between Ross Street and Onepu Road. The land
was sold some years ago to Ryman Healthcare who built the Rita
Angus Retirement Village on the site. However, this was all in the
future when this photograph of B.U.T. 20 and 39 was taken. They
were part of the first batch of vehicles from this supplier, numbered
11 to 48. They had the stand-out lantern style windscreens.
Introduced in 1954/55, these two trolleybuses lasted until 1983. 39
was saved by the Omnibus Society but hasn’t run for many years.

Right: 37 and 107 stand in the sunshine at the rear of
the parking area with Ross Street seen in the
background. 37 went into service in 1954 and 107 ten
years later, it being part of the fourth batch of B.U.T.s
brought to Wellington. The lantern windscreen was
again a feature of these later vehicles while those in
the second and third batches had standard flat
windscreens. Withdrawal came for 37 in 1983 while
107 lasted until 1987.

Left: The second batch of B.U.T.s is represented in this
photograph by 55 which is still looking very tidy considering
it had been in service approximately 22 years. In the
background is new looking Volvo 224, a product of 1982, so
this helps to date the picture.

Right: 73, one of the third batch of thirty-three buses from B.U.T.
introduced in 1958 stands alongside another newish looking Volvo
231. The B.U.T. was withdrawn in 1984 while the Volvo had a
much shorter life; introduced in 1982 it ended its service in 1995.

Left: Finally, a study of 220, its paintwork gleaming in the sunshine. This Volvo
had a much longer life being first into service in 1982 and lasting until 2009, the
final year that this type ran on Wellington streets.
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THE RUNDOWN OF TROLLEYBUSES IN AUCKLAND
Reproduced from a May 1978 article in Y.A.R.N. (magazine of Railway Enthusiasts Inc.) and entitled
“Trolleybuses in Auckland” by R. Utting.

Part One

On Friday August 19th 1977, the May Road depot of the A.R.A. (Auckland Regional Authority) was closed to trolleybus operations, thus
spelling the end of suburban trolleybus services in the Queen City (Auckland). The short Herne Bay, Queen Street shuttle and Farmers Free
service were all that remained of the once extensive trolleybus network in and around Auckland city. The Herne Bay route was destined to
finish in January 1978. Shortly after the evening rush hour of Friday August 19th trolleybus 24 was to have the honour of being the last one
on scheduled services to work the Lynfield, White Swan Road route, but alas, old 24 got carried away when passing a slow moving car on
Dominion Road, straying too far away from its power source and snapped a pole; an ignominious ending for the “last” one. On Sunday, 21
August 21st, at 9.30am, 50 departed May Road depot bound for Westmere via Owairaka on a private charter trip. No. 50 caused a few
curious stares at Westmere as two years had passed since the last trolleybus had been there. The beginning of the end started back in
1968, when Meadowbank lost its trolleybus service, then in 1977 Onehunga succumbed to diesel operation. Then withdrawals of the
trolleybus fleet began in earnest; Richmond Road in August 1974, Avondale-Westmere in November 1975, Point Chevalier-Three Kings in
August 1976 and then in January 1977 Ponsonby-New Windsor. Operation of these routes was share by both City and May Road depots,
and after January 1977 the sole remaining suburban trolley run, Mt Roskill, became the final stamping ground of the 26 surviving May
Road depot trolleybuses. May 1977 saw the last two 1949 series B.U.T. models Nos. 11 and 20 withdrawn, leaving 24 serviceable at this
depot. Twelve 1951-53 series B.U.T. and twelve 1954-56 series B.T.H. trolleys were numbered as follows: B.U.T. 21, 24, 28, 30, 42, 43, 46,
48, 50, 56 and 59 and B.T.H. 61, 65, 68, 69, 70, 73, 78, 84, 85, 98 and 99. On August 11th 1977 three more of each type were withdrawn;
B.U.T.s 28, 30, and 48, and B.T.H.s 65, 69 and 98. By this time most of the straight shift rosters were handled by the new Mercedes and it
was expected that the 18 remaining trolleybuses would continue sharing the peak-hour broken shifts until late 1977 or early 1978, but in a
surprise move it was announced during the week that the system was to close on Friday August 19 th 1977. The last trolleybus to run from
May Road depot was 50 on a farewell trip on the Sunday as mentioned earlier and after 50 returned the power was turned off for ever.
The B.U.T. trolleybus, though older, was a far more comfortable and popular vehicle than their newer companions; being 15 tons heavier
they rode better, but the latter are the only ones now in service.

Part 2
The large Auckland department store, Farmers Trading Co. submitted to the Auckland Transport Board (ATB) during the mid-1930s a
proposal to run electric trolleybuses from Queen Street to its store in Hobson Street. Tenders were accepted in 1937 for four trolleybuses
from Leyland of England at a cost of $17,770 each plus $2300 for bodies (these to be built locally), and in December 1938 the new yellowgreen buses commenced service. Seating 36, they proved a success from the start, so much so, that in 1943 a proposal to replace some of
Auckland’s tram routes with electric trolleybuses was unveiled. This caused some speculation at the time, as the ATB’s latest tram was
newer than the four Farmers trolleys. This proposal suggested an initial order of 50 buses, which would enable 38 trams to be withdrawn.
After much discussion, in 1946 it was decided to replace trams on Herne Bay, Ponsonby and Richmond Road routes with these new
trolleybuses. A tender for the first twenty, of one initial order of fifty was accepted from Metropolitan Vickers (B.U.T. trolleys as we know
them) at a cost of $256,834. (No figure is available for the remaining 30 but it is thought to be similar.) In September 1949, the last tram
ran to Herne Bay, followed by Ponsonby in November 1951 and Richmond Road in August of the following year. At this juncture, the
original order of 50 had grown to 55 (Nos. 5-59 known as the B.U.T.s and another 40 had been ordered from British Undercarriage and
Traction Co. (these trolleys were and still are referred to as B.T.H.s.) Westmere, Mt Roskill, Avondale and Great South Road tram routes all
gave way to the new buses or diesels in 1954-5 and by 1956 trams ran only to Onehunga, Meadowbank and the Railway StationKarangahape Road routes. In line with the policy decided in the early 1950s to modernise with trolleybus and diesel buses, these last tram
routes were earmarked to be withdrawn, and on December 31st 1956 Tram 242 left the city for Onehunga for the last time. Diesel buses
maintained services on these routes until the arrival of the final batch of trolleybuses (100-133) which arrived in dribs and drabs until mid
1957. Known as ‘Park Royals’ this final development of the trolleybus are still in service, the first thirteen, Nos. 100-113, being fitted with
single seats on one side only to enable them to accommodate a larger number of standing passengers. These vehicles, since the four
Farmers trolleys were withdrawn in 1968, are also used on the Farmers service besides their normal duties. The future is uncertain for
trolleybuses in Auckland, the Herne Bay run, earmarked for withdrawal in January 1978, has been reprieved for another twelve months,
while the Farmers and Queen Street routes are classed as indefinite. A good omen recently*, is the fact that the Queen Street trolleys
have been receiving substantial repairs and all appear to be receiving new paint, both inside and out although of course it is possible that
they may vanish virtually overnight, as the May Road depot trolley fleet did in August 1977. What of the future? The A.R.A. state that they
have difficulty in obtaining spare parts (Wellington doesn’t seem to have any problems.) The main argument for not obtaining new trolleys
to replace the old ones is that their capital cost is greater than that of a diesel bus, which is true, but the longer life coupled with low
maintenance is the main advantage, and of course they don’t consume imported fuel, but hydro-generated electricity. Wellington City on
the other hand, has commenced a programme to update its oldest trolleys which suffer from, not as one would expect, mechanical
problems, but problems with their bodywork. They have also written to several overseas companies requesting information re prices and
specifications of new buses. A new improved type of overhead point system will shortly appear in some areas on Wellington and two
routes are being extended, so the future of the trolleybus in the country’s capital city looks quite rosy indeed. Dunedin city have also
decided to retain their trolley system for at least another two years. The next decade will tell if Auckland made a wise decision in going alldiesel with rising fuel costs, and greater emphasis being placed on low pollution vehicles.
Footnote: * Repairs and repainting can often be a bad omen – in this case it was, for the last trolleybus ran in Auckland on 26 September
1980. Dunedin followed suit in March 1982.
The following Auckland buses are preserved; 1, 3, 50, 85, 108, 115, and
120 at Museum of Transport and Technology (M.O.T.A.T.) in Auckland; 2 in
care of the Omnibus Society in Wellington and 4 and 105 at Ferrymead
Museum, Christchurch in care of the Tramway Historical Society.
Left: Auckland 85 in Glenmore Street, Kelburn on 12 June 2004. It was
visiting during the 100 Years of Electric Public Transport event in
Wellington. Photo: Alan Wickens.
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Left: The very first trolleybus in the second batch (60-99) is lifted
off the ship on arrival in Auckland on 29 September 1954. This
was a B.U.T. RETB1/2 built by Leyland with Saunders-Roe
bodywork and British Thomson-Houston (BTH) electrical
equipment. 60 was one of a few of this batch that was delivered
fully built-up with most arriving in kitset form and assembled by
the Auckland Transport Board (ATB).

Above: Auckland’s first trolleybuses; Nos. 1-4 stand side by side
at Gaunt Street depot in 1967, a week before their withdrawal
on 3 November. These four trolleybuses began work in 1938
specifically for the free service to and from Farmers’ department
store in Hobson Street. Note the sliding rear door. Amazingly, all
of these buses survive in preservation.
Above: ATB 5, the first bus in the first of three batches of vehicles from B.U.T. 5 was introduced in 1949 and is seen standing outside Gaunt
Street depot awaiting its first trial run. Two trolleybuses used by Farmers’ department store for their free service between Queen Street
and Hobson Street stand in the background.
Right: It’s 10.30am in the Queen City and 101 and 13 are in
Queen Street and about to negotiate the intersection with
Wellesley Street. The Auckland Town Hall and clock tower
are prominent in the background. 13 dates from 1949 and
was one of the first batches of fifty-five B.U.T.s with
Metropolitan-Vickers electrical equipment. A much more
modern looking 101 dates from 1958; it was also a B.U.T.
vehicle but with Park Royal bodywork and BTH electrics.
Most of the thirty-four buses in this batch arrived in kitset
form and were assembled by the ATB. I would think
Aucklanders in 2019 would love to be able to enjoy such a
traffic-free main street as seen here, but those days are
now only a dream or the stuff of historical photographs.
Below: 126 heading south along Mt Eden Road working a
Route 9 service to Three Kings. In the background is Mt
Eden itself, an extinct volcano. Auckland is built around a
number of such volcanic cones.

Photos on this and following page:
Graham Stewart.
(Next month’s issue will feature an article
on the Farmers’ Free Trolleybuses)
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Above: Over thirty B.U.T. trolleybuses stand in the sunshine in this view of Gaunt Street depot in central Auckland in 1958. In the
background can be seen the 38m tall chimney that was part of a rubbish destructor that was used until 1972. The adjacent buildings and
chimney remain to form part of a stylish heritage centre in Victoria Park. Greys cigarettes are seen advertised on the front of 70; how very
politically incorrect in this day and age. Gaunt Street depot and its trolleybuses disappeared decades ago!
Left: Milne & Choyce which closed in 1975 was for many years a
landmark department store in Auckland’s Queen Street. In this 1957
photograph Auckland Regional Authority B.U.T. 110 is passing the store
late one December evening close to Christmas on a Route 20R to the
Railway Station. The route was a shuttle that ran between the
Auckland Railway Station and Karangahape Road. It closed in 1977. All
the vehicles in this batch (100-133) lasted until closure of the system in
1980. Note the advertisement for Capstan cigarettes prominent on the
front of the bus – how times have changed! Red Rose tea survives into
the 21st century.
Below: Finally, a view of two of the four Leyland trolleybuses that
operated on the 1km free shuttle service from Queen Street to
Farmers’ department store in Hobson Street. The Leylands worked this
route solely for twenty-nine years. All four of the fleet survive. The pair
were photographed in Hobson Street. The Sunday News was first
published in 1964 and is still on sale today.
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Left: This chart was supplied by transport historian
Graham Stewart. It shows when Auckland’s tram routes
closed and the dates when trolleybuses superseded
them.
----------------------------------------------

?? MYSTERY LOCATION ??

Two former Dunedin trolleybuses have found new
homes near a railway line. Any idea as to the location?
Answer on page 26
Photo: Tony Hurst.

-----------------------------------------------------------

Left: Retro fitting of Tranzurban’s fleet of ten
battery-powered double-deckers with charging
connectors has begun. Two buses have been
seen with the fittings on the rear, referred to as
“ironing boards” by some due to their
appearance. On 22 March 3703 was noticed
with its new equipment in place. The bus was
working a late morning Route 1 service between
Island Bay and Johnsonville West and
photographed in Adelaide Road, Berhampore.
Unconfirmed reports suggest a total of four
buses have now been fitted with the
equipment.

Right: Tranzurban is making an effort to hire more drivers. 3320 displays their newest
advertisement but one wonders with all the scrapes, scratches, bruises and holes on far
too many of the new fleet of buses whether bus companies will also be hiring panel
beaters and body finishers?

Left: A view of the driver controls on battery-powered doubledecker 3707.
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“Thank you for the latest issue of Under the Wires. As always it is an
interesting read. In one of the articles you showed photos of the interior of
Kilbirnie workshops then and now. The lower photo dated 2019 shows a
yellow forklift IT 4901. That vehicle has been in use there for a long time as
part of it can be seen in the attached photo (below) taken in the interior of
Kilbirnie depot in the days when you kept your head and wits about you and
could wander safely about the place blazing away with your camera. The
main feature of the photo is the final rites of trolleybus 11 being scrapped.
The photo was taken by me on 13 October 1981 and hopefully will be of
interest. Most of the 11-48 series met their end in Kilbirnie depot; ironically
the same place where most of them were assembled some 25 or so years
previously! The other photo is of 205 in service (technically running off
service) in Chamberlain
Road in 1990. The switch
leading into Chamberlain
Road was mentioned in
UTW last month as well. I
lived in Chamberlain Road
for a couple of years, at
no.11 and took a number
of photos of trolleybuses
in the vicinity, this being
one of them. Sadly 205
was an early withdrawal as you mentioned. It is the only photo I managed of 205 in
service.” Michael Jarka.
“Congratulations on the latest fine UTW. The trolleybus-related current news / historical
connections mix is very well balanced. Personally, I especially liked that 1950s view of
trams on Onepu Road, Lyall Bay. Re the below: yet another own-goal for the Public
Transport Operating Model. A weird shemozzle indeed and all in the name of public policy purity:
1. The Airport Flyer still accepts SuperGold cards and is reimbursed for this travel by Central Government via GWRC. Is this reimbursement
process charged by GWRC at a commercial rate?
2. The Flyer remains “Route 91” - Route 91 of what? Well, Metlink of course.
3. Notices at the Hataitai tunnel say use is for “GWRC registered buses only”. So, are the Flyer buses “GWRC registered”? If yes, what
commercial registration fee does GWRC charge the Flyer operator? Can any old owner of any old bus get such registration?
4. Anyone wanting to go from the city (or Lower Hutt) to the Airport will now just have to hang around at a bus stop until the next Flyer
comes. No “next bus” signs.
5. Such passengers might be told to “wait for the orange bus” but then it might in fact be a black one (the ex-trolleybus 361) or indeed
possibly a blue one or a yellow one or a purple one, depending on what the NZ Bus depot provides.
6. What commercial fee does the Flyer pay - and to whom - for the use of bus stops?
7. In Christchurch the “Route P” from Sumner runs through the CBD to the airport terminal, providing an excellent public transport service.
Why is such a thing possible at Christchurch but not at Wellington?
8. Wellington Airport is clearly a major destination - for travellers and workers - and is also a main public transport hub (planes are not
“private transport”, are they?)
9. If Wellington Airport is not an obvious destination for a public transport system, then why bother with even thinking about a light rail to
it if even an ordinary public transport bus isn’t needed?” Alan Smith.
“Thanks Alan for another great read. Just to let you know the newer trolleybuses on page 38 of the
March issue are actually Solaris with Skoda drivelines. Solaris is a Polish bus company. We have the
buses (including trolleybuses) here in Riga. Riga is in the process of getting new models of
autobuses like these ones (right) from Solaris as reported last year.” Craig Paterson.
“I enjoyed the Michael Jarka photos of Vancouver in this issue of Under the Wires. There is an error
in the photo of 2165, which is actually entering the 29th Avenue Station forecourt of route 16.
Nanaimo Station is the next one to the west where route 7 terminates. And 2208 is on Kingsway
crossing Fraser, near East 16th Avenue. I enjoy seeing other fans' views of my city. My YouTube
video of Wellington Trolleybuses took an unexpected jump in views recently, now over 180,000
views. There have been 117 comments, including this one just received: I was there a couple of
weeks ago, Wellington looked different without the wires and the main street smelled of diesel, not a good image to present to tourists.
This seems to fit with recent reports in Under the Wires. Route 7 is running diesel buses until April, due to a reconstruction of the loop at
Nanaimo Station. There will be better waiting areas for passengers, and route 25 is about to start using artics, so a new staging/layover
area for the 7 is being built.” Angus McIntyre.
“Alan, I really think you are to be congratulated on your ability to have transformed from purely trolleybuses to a general ‘interest’ in
buses. When the last trolleybus ran in Wellington, you could well have got your knickers in a knot and packed your tent and disappeared
over the horizon. Instead you have expanded the role of UTW and we have everything bus. At the moment I am marveling at your ability to
follow an individual bus through the years. Well done. You must have an incredible filing system. Thanks again for a wonderful read.”
David Donald.

⓫

“I trust all your followers are delighted with the news that so much material keeps the monthly format for a while! We will do our best.
Problems in the aftermath of closing trolleybus operation needs reading in a darken room with two aspirins and water. It doesn't seem
to have a happy ending and is in fact spreading elsewhere. The buses are getting bigger with fewer passengers using them. ADL
Enviro 500 are appearing in the UK, Lothian Regional Transport in Edinburgh is the latest. Still cannot get used to
seeing double-deckers in the pages of UTW. You are right; the electric buses have the sound of trolleybuses if not
the look. The last Leyland Olympian three-axle buses (right) have been withdrawn by Hong Kong Citybus (photo
from 2004), which brings me to a big thank you to Tom Douce for his photos of the Dennis Dragon trolleybus 701.
Talking models, I have had an e-mail from Ozbus in Australia to say through lack of interest the Wellington
Designline trolleybus model is not yet in production. Very disappointing. While on the subject of feedback, Roger
Davies mentioned the Salesforce Transit Centre in San Francisco being closed since September last year with
structural problems, so my photo should have read the temporary trolleybus terminus on Howard Street for Route
5R Fulton Rapid with Route 41 stop nearby. Although motor buses were still using the area adjacent with
the elaborate shelters but not under the main building. Vancouver in Canada looks an interesting trolleybus fleet;
must add it to my "bucket list". Gunter Mackinger has captured the last Skoda 21Tr in trolleybuses in Plzen or Pilsen,
Czech Republic or Czechia, famous for Skoda and Pilsner Urquell as said. I called in there from
Prague on 20 June 1997 when plenty of Skoda 14Tr
and 15Tr were running during the change over
from red to green livery. The photos by DLA Turner
around the airport are stunning and a reminder of
my last trolleybus journey in Wellington to
catch my flight. More Auckland and DLA photos
please. Wrightspeed 362 is dead but long live the
23z to the zoo”. Phil Waters.
Left: Skoda 14Tr 444 on Route 13 negotiating a complex
junction on Amerika.
Right: Skoda 14Tr 403 on Route 13 at the terminus at
Cernice.

“Congratulations on another comprehensive piece of work. A worthwhile record of the rapidly changing transport landscape. One that
someday in Wellington will hopefully feature rapid rail in the streets.” D.L.A. Turner.
“Congratulations on another excellent copy of UTW. The highlights for me were; P4 - Under the Wires in Vancouver. P5 - The sarcastic
comment about the cycle carrying bus made certainly made me
as did the comment on P7 about the push for reintroducing trolleybuses. P9 - The photo of the flatbed lorry carrying the young men without any side and end protection. P12-14 - A Focus
on 345, particularly the photos on Manners Street and Wallace Street. P15-20 Buses in the Media. What caught my eye was the comment
on P17 by regional councillor Kevin Winters admitting that he did not do more due diligence regarding the awarding of the bus contract. I
re-read that to make sure that I had read correctly that a person in local government admitted to a mistake! The following emoji best sums
up the buses fiasco
x 15, one for each article on the aforementioned pages! P22-23 - Airport Memories. The photo on page 23 in
particular is superb. P26-27 - Castings and Pattern Register. Re the comments about the zero
likelihood of trolleybuses returning to New Zealand; as an eternal optimist, can I point out
that trolleybuses returned to Sweden in 2003 after a 39 year long absence and also in Turkey in
2015, following a gap of 23 years. P34 - The middle photo of 331 in "received" condition. P38 Pilsen/Plzen - I visited this city in August, 2002. The city is home to many beautiful buildings. The
photo (right) shows 479 on Americka when it was about a year old. Finally, one of the bus operators
in my home town of Derby (U.K.) has replaced most of the Optare Solos, some of the worst "buses" I
have had the misfortune to ride on. The new buses are a big improvement but there is one
problem however, they lack a pair of poles.” Tom Douce.
“Many thanks for the latest issue. Once again it is crammed with unbelievable news both from
Wellington and now also Tauranga and I thought this country was disorganised! "Overhea(r)d was a
very interesting read as were all the articles in the media, as you rightly say "another busy month"!
While I much prefer trolleybuses, the coverage of the new double-deckers was also very interesting. Keep up the good work and I
look forward to the next issue.” Peter Blears.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: Peter Blears commented that he was
interested in the coverage of the new doubledeckers. Tranzurban (TU) 3502 featured in last
month’s issue. Here it is again in a rather scenic
location. On 4 March, reader Graeme Inwood
was on duty with TU and took this photograph
of his ‘steed’ in Mt Albert Road, opposite Volga
Street, Southgate near the National Hockey
Stadium. Graeme commented that the 29e is
not a double-decker route, that is, not until that
particular day when the Pulse netball liveried
bus put in a surprise appearance and probably
had the heads of a few locals turning too.

⓬

A FOCUS ON 346 - LOOKING BACK AT ITS LIFE, YEAR BY YEAR

Right: I first sighted 346 on 30 October 2008. In this view it is
pictured near the eastbound end of Courtenay Place, not in service,
and no doubt returning at the end of a shift to Kilbirnie depot.

Left: Looking in splendid condition, 346 rounds the curve in
Lambton Quay, having just passed Midland Park, and has
just a short distance to travel before arriving at the
Interchange at the end of a Route 10 run from Newtown
Park on 21 January 2009.

Right: Moving now to 2010. This photograph was taken on 25
November and there were just a couple of days to go before
Manners Street would reopen to buses along its full length,
following a lengthy redevelopment. Meanwhile, inbound buses still
travelled via Dixon Street but at this late stage the overhead along
that part of the route had been taken down and trolleybuses
needed to use their autonomous power supply to travel from
Courtenay Place (where 346 is just leaving) to the lower end of
Willis Street. The new inbound overhead can be seen crossing the
Taranaki Street intersection.

Left: Another city view and this time at
the intersection of Lambton Quay and
Bowen/Whitmore Streets. 346 is
followed by 365 as both trolleybuses
head towards the Interchange on 19
January 2011. The route from Karori Park
can be seen curving in from Bowen Street
on the right of the photograph.

⓭

Above: By 19 November 2012 the era of advertising on trolleybuses was well in place. These big side ads were lucrative income for NZ Bus.
Here is 346 in Cambridge Terrace wearing a large vinyl ad for Coco Cola. The bus was not in service and travelling to the Interchange to
begin a shift. The bus display is showing a message “now hiring” (drivers). Currently there is a shortage of bus drivers in Wellington but
messages such as that displayed on 346 are no longer shown on bus displays. Odd really, especially as there is a real need.

Above: On 13 November 2013 346 was wearing yet another large size ad – Call of Duty, an Xbox game launched a few days earlier. The bus
is about to turn left from Willis Street into Lambton Quay.

Right: With the constant changing of advertising it was
inevitable that some of the original branding would be
lost as seen in this view of our featured bus on 7
November 2014 at Miramar terminus in Darlington
Road.

⓮

Above: Another blue-sky day in Wellington on 14 September 2015 as 346 departs the Interchange with a Kingston service. The McDonald’s
ad for its Monopoly Come in and Play promotion was certainly eye-catching if nothing else!

Left: Yes, it does rain in Wellington as evidenced by this
photograph taken on 27 June 2016 at the northern end of
Lambton Quay. It seems 346 was a favourite for large size
ads on the off-side. The advertiser this time was Huawei.

Right: I believe 346 was the subject of some accident damage which resulted in
it being given a repaint below the roofline (but without the Go Wellington
decals at the rear end being replaced). Here it is seen at the same location as
above on 21 June 2017 nearing the completion of a run from Seatoun on Route
11.

Left: 346 was one of twenty-nine operational
trolleybuses that ran on the last day of service, 31
October 2017. Notice that the paintwork had been
covered yet again with a large advertisement, this
time for the movie Ninjago. This photograph was
taken early in the morning at Lyall Bay and the bus
had just departed from the Route 3 terminus for
Karori Park. Like its many trolleybus colleagues it
continues to await a decision on its future, seventeen
months after withdrawal. Today’s Route 3 diesel
operated services alternate between Lyall Bay and
Rongotai on the western side of Wellington Airport.

⓯

ROUTE 7 MEMORIES
Route 7 opened to trolleybuses as far as The Ridgeway in Mornington in June 1960. Prior to this time the route was
operated by trams but they only penetrated the southern suburbs as far as Cleveland Street in Brooklyn. An extension of
approximately 700 metres of overhead from Mornington to Quebec Street, Kingston was approved with the first
trolleybus, Ansaldo 133, reaching the new terminus on 31 October 1987.
Photos: The late Marcus Lang. Contemporary photos: Alan Wickens
Left: On 19 October 1987, a silver B.U.T. stands at the Mornington terminus in
The Ridgeway while overhead staff are busy erecting the new contact wire
towards Kingston. The inbound wires had yet to be hung from the span wires.

Right: B.U.T. 119 about to depart the new Kingston
terminus on 13 November 1987. Note the advertising on
both the front and side. Withdrawn in 1986, 119 was later
preserved by The Omnibus Society.

Left: A comparative view with 340 at the terminus on 20 January
2017. The tree on the road island at the turning circle has grown
considerably over the ensuing years.

Right: Kingston terminus
bus shelter in November
1988.

Left and below: Comparative views of the terminus turning circle.
What appears to be Volvo 256 waits to depart Kingston in
November 1988 and below, the same scene in April 2018, just
prior to the wires being taken down. This short extension was the
very last piece of trolleybus expansion in Wellington.

⓰

Right: 261 calls at the former Mornington terminus on 11
November 1988.

Left: A wider view of the same location, but twenty-nine years later. 301
was working the “Farewell to Trolleybuses” tour on 10 August 2017. This
was the last day 301 worked on the Wellington network. Both
photographs were taken on similar grey days. Photo: Graeme Inwood.

Above: Two views of the Mornington bus stop; in 1988 and again in 2014. The building on the left was a toilet facility for bus drivers. Over
the years the writing on the Mornington signage has all but disappeared.

Left: This was switch 462 in Cleveland Street, Brooklyn that was used by “short” services
travelling to the library which is just ahead on the right near the pedestrian crossing in the
distance.
Below: The overhead can be seen curving right into the turning loop at Brooklyn library in
this August 2002 photograph of Cleveland Street. An unidentified city-bound Volvo from
Kingston begins its turn into the library stop. Note the unobtrusive bus shelter on the left.

⓱

From Kingston

Left: The merge special work that once hung at the
entrance to the Brooklyn Library loop. Services
from the city and terminating at Brooklyn came via
the wires seen entering the photograph from the
left and those from Kingston from the right. The
outbound overhead to Kingston can be glimpsed in
the background. This view was taken in January
2001.

From City

Right: A wide view of the former turning
circle at Brooklyn just prior to the
overhead being taken down in 2018.
The arrow marks the approximate
position where the wires once merged.

Left and below: 261’s right pole and the side window have
come a cropper as the trolleybus was climbing Brooklyn hill
beside Central Park substation. Marcus Lang didn’t record
the cause of the incident, only that the photograph was
taken in January 2007. The shiftmen are in attendance with
their truck. The platform on the roof of the truck was useful
for situations like this to gain access to the top of the
trolleybus. 261 was withdrawn from service in 2009.

Left: To place the photos above into context here is 373 on 20 January 2017 about
to pass the substation in Brooklyn Road.

⓲

Above: Brooklyn Library. In 2002 (left) it was a terminus – in 2019 it is a “hub”. Once the trolleybus overhead had been removed in 2018
the bus area was redeveloped with the concrete walls and roof removed and a modern shelter erected as a replacement. The mural that
was later painted on the back wall (part of the library building) was retained and still adds a splash of colour behind the new shelter. Route
7 services used to call here but since the “hub” was opened these buses now stop in Cleveland Street and the feeder buses for Newtown
and Island Bay call here. There is no arguing that the new facilities are a lot more attractive.

Above: Outbound services to Mornington and Kingston stopped opposite the Library at 26 Cleveland Street. With the “hub” opening, the
bus stops and shelters have now moved further down the street towards the shops but the former shelter remains – perhaps it is
somewhere to wait for the restaurant to open.

Above: The inbound shelter for Route 7 services in Ohiro Road. Again, the early photo was taken in August 2002 and clearly doesn’t look a
particularly attractive place to wait for a bus. On a rainy day the water would pour off the roof and cascade down through the broken
guttering. The substantial structure no doubt dates from the days of trams and it is good that it has been saved and not replaced with the
ubiquitous glass shelter that pops up everywhere. A mural has been painted on the back wall which helps make it a lot more welcoming. A
more up to date rubbish bin has been added alongside.

⓳

Left: This photograph of the Ohiro Road
shelter was taken almost thirty years ago in
1988. In those days a centre pillar helped hold
up the structure and the bus stop sign – a
compulsory stop – was mounted on the roof.
There was not only a different seat, which
looked very laid back, but a different rubbish
bin also graced the location.

Right: Moving a little closer to the city this next view was taken in November 1988 at the
outbound bus stop at the intersection of Washington Avenue with Brooklyn Road, about
three quarters of the way up the hill. The pole is clearly made of metal and is topped by a
finial. This is not the sort of thing you would want to be struck by a vehicle if you were
standing at the stop. Just the weight of the finial is 28kg! I know because I was lucky enough
to obtain an example from Wellington Cable Car Ltd before its premises in Ngauranga
closed permanently. The traction pole in the background looks a bit off perpendicular too.

Left: The same location in March 2019. The
period bus stop has long since been
removed and buses now stop just beyond
the intersection by the large tree.

Right: Bunny Street, adjacent to the Railway
Station terminus, was much wider than it is today
and was able to accommodate trolleybuses laying
over between duties. In August 2002, just seven
months before the new Interchange opened, Volvo
247 awaiting departure for Kingston and 257 (Miramar) stand in the winter sunshine alongside the old Government Building. Both of these
trolleybuses lasted until withdrawal in 2008. The building in the background is the New Zealand Post Office HQ in Waterloo Quay.

More of Marcus Lang’s photographs of the route to Kingston will appear
in May’s edition of Under the Wires.

⓴

MIND YOUR HEAD! AN ‘OOPS’ MOMENT AT KILBIRNIE...
Last month’s Under the Wires featured photos on pages 35 and 36 of the new signage put up at Kilbirnie depot warning
drivers of double-deckers not to enter certain parts of the premises because of limited height. This decision reminded
Graeme Inwood of an incident back in 2003. In those
days Stagecoach owned a small collection of 1980 Bristol
VRs imported to New Zealand. Before going into service
they were painted yellow, became fleet numbers 124-128
and were used for a couple of years on a “City Circular”
route that operated from the front of the Railway Station
and worked on a loop around the inner city area visiting
Wellington’s “Top Spots”. Fares were $2.
Right: On 10 March 2002, three of the double-deckers, 126-128
pose for the camera on the forecourt outside the northern end of
Kilbirnie depot.

Left: On 24 February 2003, 128 was driven into the
depot, except that the driver chose the wrong
entrance!

Right: Following the incident,
signs were attached to the
Bristol windscreens.

Graham recalls that 128 was sold in this damaged condition, together
with the other two buses seen above, to an Auckland company to be
used as party buses. These five former Wellington vehicles are now
almost forty years old but records show they are still active. Any recent
sightings or information would be appreciated to update this item.

Finally, a warning to drivers at Kilbirnie – look carefully before
you drive your double-decker into (or even out of) the depot!

❷❶

RECENT NEW ARRIVALS...
Right: An example of the new “kit” that has recently arrived
to upgrade the NZ Bus fleet; Alexander-Dennis Enviro500
5080, on what is believed to be its first day in service,
departs Stop B at the Interchange for Rongotai on Route 3 on
5 March 2019. Route 3 is one of the “high frequency” routes;
Routes 1 and 2 being the two others that basically run for
much of the day at ten minute intervals.

Left: On the same date, 5090 passes the Supreme Court in Lambton Quay
working a 3 to Rongotai. Buses alternate between Lyall Bay and Rongotai.
They travel as far as the end of Onepu Road before going their separate
ways. Surprisingly the double-decker didn’t stop for custom but you the
reader would be unaware that just a minute earlier a 3 had passed the
stop and a minute later yet another 3 arrived at the location. It was likely
that the three would be travelling as a convoy for much of their trips.
Route 3 – a very apt name.

Right: 5087 was on duty on Route 3 on 6 March. It calls at the Kilbirnie hub on
an inbound service from Lyall Bay.

Left: One ADL passes another at Kilbirnie hub; Enviro500 5079
overtakes Enviro200 4186 in Evans Bay Parade. Moments
later 5079 turned into the adjacent Mobil service station for
refuelling.

Right: “Welly blows us away every day” – so reads the message on 5083
as it climbs Crawford Road on a Route 3 to Wellington Station on 7 March
2019. The double-decker is passing under the exact spot where the very
last piece of trolleybus overhead (as displayed on page 3) was taken
down. The same day as the photograph was taken it was reported in The
Dominion Post that Wellington is the world’s least polluted capital city
according to a comprehensive new study on air quality. Amanda Larsson of
Greenpeace said "Wellington's comparably good air quality shouldn't
obscure the fact that we have a problem with pollution from vehicles in
New Zealand. We're lucky because we have a low population and lots of
wind. This makes our air quality relatively good compared to other parts of
the world. But it could be better, especially if we electrified the transport
fleet. "We have some of the highest greenhouse gas emissions per person
in the world. Our climate pollution keeps growing, and transport is where
it's growing fastest." Wellington currently has eleven electric buses. It’s no
wonder Metlink is capitalising on the wind messages on the bus fleet.

❷❷

Left: With reference to the air quality story on the previous
page. Wellington’s inner-city streets don’t score so well for
fresh air. Four buses add their fumes in this lunchtime scene
taken in Willis Street on 7 March 2019; the double-decker was
one of Tranzurban’s electric fleet.

Right: Work was underway on 22 January 2019 when I photographed
the former bus shelter in Glenmore Street being dismantled. This was
being done in readiness for the construction of the Karori bus ‘hub’.
Seven weeks later and this is the progress thus far. The old bus shelter
has been replaced by another, the Stop B signage has been erected, a
retaining wall has been put in and some new kerbing installed. Of
course, these sorts of projects seem to take an inordinate length of
time – the signage nearby states “over the coming months Metlink will
be working on a new bus hub here.” Months, to do this? Incidentally,
no-one was on site at the time of my visit on 6 March. The bus stop
finally opened for business on 31 March.

Left: This month’s most bizarre picture must surely be of Tranzurban 3703 seen travelling
north on Adelaide Road on 22 March with what could be a special survey camera mast fitted
to its roof! Could somebody like Google be conducting a new elevated survey of the city with
the bus company’s assistance? Given the extra bit of height double-deckers offer this is
therefore a good move. The camera operator can be seen seated at the upstairs front
window. The only problem is that the mast will have to be lowered when 3703 travels to the
eastern suburbs via the Hataitai tunnel. Certainly a novel idea. Watch out for it.

Right and below: Then and now in
Crawford Road. This was always a
good corner to photograph
trolleybuses due to the lighting.
On 16 September 2014, 359 turns
out of Rongotai Road with a
Route 3 for Karori Park. By 2019
times have changed. The overhead has all been taken down, a cycle lane has
been installed, the traction pole nearest the camera has been removed and
double-deckers have been introduced on Route 3. However, rearrangements
of the routes mean that Route 3 now ends at Wellington Station (Route 2 now
going to Karori).

Left: On 7 March 2019, 5090 recreates the earlier scene,
though not with the same level of interest as when
trolleybuses came this way.

❷❸

An upper deck view of one of NZ Bus’ new Alexander-Dennis Enviro500 double-deckers. Of note is the “Bus Stopping” sign and clock just
behind the windscreen, the CCTV camera, and the stop buttons on the horizontal grab rail. The bus is approaching the stop at Wellington
Regional Hospital on 12 March while en route to Lyall Bay. The ambience aboard these new buses is noticeably quieter and more pleasant
than the Tranzurban diesel variants. The latter have noisy “beep-beep-beep” sounds that permeate the bus every time somebody wants
to alight and a similar noise every time the doors are opened or closed. In comparison the ADLs are a delight to travel on.

Left: Looking towards the rear of the upper
deck. There is a display at the bottom of the
staircase that indicates how many seats are
still available upstairs – on this occasion,
plenty! Surprisingly no-one travelled upstairs
between the CBD and the hospital (where I got
off).

Right: 5090 heads east along Constable Street, Newtown on 6 March 2019 en route to
Rongotai. Note the large light-coloured dashboard area with camera fitted ahead of the
driver. As is usual on these types of buses the front seats upstairs are occupied.

❷❹

ROUTE 91 IN THE MEDIA
Left: Letter to The Dominion Post 5 March 2019.
Below: Chris Laidlaw’s response 6 March 2019.

Snapper’s end business decision

Right: The Dominion Post 8 March 2019.

Right: Will these references to the
Airport Flyer (91) be removed? No,
according to Metlink. However, they
tell me that a generic timetable
statement will be applied at the
affected stops directing passengers to
NZ Bus who are fully responsible for the
service.

Above: Airport Flyer Scania 2502 calls at Kilbirnie hub on 6 March 2019.
However, the bus isn’t indicated on the real-time information (RTI) panel
due to the decision by NZ Bus to remove on-board Snapper systems from
buses on this route. Snapper on the bus once linked its position to the RTI
system. The outcome of this makes it difficult for users of the route to know
when their next bus is due. It’s rather ironic that Metlink’s large poster on
the side of the bus shelter says “Know before you go.” – not so in the case of
Route 91. An interesting development to this is that Metlink sent out an
email message advising that “There may be delays to bus services travelling
through Kilbirnie Hub, on Thursday 7 March from 7.30am to 5.00pm” in
order to finalise the design of a new safety fence – presumably to fix up the
unfinished island at the “hub”. The email stated “These works may cause
some delays to services travelling through Kilbirnie – Stop B and Kilbirnie –
Stop C.” It went on to list the services that may be delayed, omitting the 91.
Was this an omission or deliberate - I decided to enquire with Metlink. They
responded: “In regards to the 91 not appearing in this email, the reason for
this is because this is no longer a Metlink service we do not advertise any of
the #91's information. If we cannot track the buses then we cannot advertise
the timetable for this as we then have no way to communicate with
passengers on where this service is at any point in time.” How bizarre.
Metlink can advise about services that could be delayed by the works but
not the 91. It has been noticed that 91 timetable information at some bus
stops has been reduced to a minimum. How not to run an integrated bus
service! The final word goes to Metlink: “The #91 will still be running, we
just cannot support them the way we have been in the past.”

Below: “Is this the stop for the Airport Flyer?”
Another interesting aspect is 91’s access to Hataitai bus tunnel. Metlink signs
outside both ends of the tunnel state “GWRC Registered Buses Only.” If the 91 “is no
longer a Metlink service” then how does their use of the tunnel correlate to the
above signage?

Left and Above: Further letters to The Dominion Post 10 March 2019.

❷❺

Flyer: questions and answers
by Daran Ponter
I get quite a few questions/knocks about the Airport Flyer. It’s a good service – frequent, relatively quick, and comfortable. But people
have been raising issues recently, including:
a) Why can’t I use Snapper anymore?
b) How come it’s no longer showing on the RTI boards and the Metlink App?
c) How come the prices have gone up?*
Let me help to clarify some of these questions:
a) First, the Airport Flyer is not and never has been a Metlink Service – the service is not tendered by Metlink and no ratepayer $$$ are
used to subsidise the Service (though ironically you can use your Goldcard on it).
b) The Airport Flyer is a commercial service, and it is not the only one. If you live in the Hutt Valley and come into town on an NCS (white
and blue buses) then you are travelling on a commercial service, which does not use Snapper, does not track on RTI and charges its own
fares.
c) As long as the Airport Flyer it is a commercial service, it can’t be tendered by Metlink (i.e. NZTA would not provide their portion of the
subsidy). Why? The Government’s Public Transport Operating Model rationale is why use ratepayer and taxpayer $$$ to subsidise a
service when a commercial operator is willing to provide it without any subsidy.
d) I doubt whether the Flyer is making NZ Bus much, if any, $$$, but they have probably calculated that it is better to bundle the Flyer into
the sale of NZ Bus than separate it out for sale.
e) The Airport Company (majority owned by Infratil) grants concessions for access to the airport. NZ Bus (till recently owned by Infratil) has
the concession for the Airport bus (until 2020 I understand). In my opinion NZ Bus and Infratil they will squat on this concession until the
very end, rather than allow another commercial operator (such as Sky Bus) to come in.
f) The decision by NZ Bus (100% owned by Infratil) not to upgrade their Snapper (100% owned by Infratil) equipment is a purely
commercial decision on the part of NZ Bus, and comes with the downside that the buses can no longer be tracked on the RTI system –
fortunately though it’s a reasonably frequent service.
g) The prices. Remember the Airport Flyer is not a Metlink service. It’s a commercial service – NZ Bus can charge whatever they like.
h) The No 2 is a very good option for the Airport – it is much cheaper, though slower than the more limited stops Airport Flyer (get off just
to the north of the Burger King at the Airport). **
Source: Wellington Scoop. 11 March 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=116925#more-116925
Daran Ponter is a Greater Wellington Regional Councillor; he first published this article on Facebook.
* The price of a one-way trip from Wellington Railway Station to the Airport is now $12.00 and $18.00 from Lower Hutt to the Airport.
** Councillor Ponter is incorrect. Route 2 does not go to the Airport. The nearest stop to Wellington Airport is at the western end of
Broadway which is about five minutes brisk walk to the Airport entrance. The adult fare is $5 from the Railway Station or $2.81 off-peak
with a Snapper card.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: An example of the present
limited timetable information that
passengers using the Airport Flyer
find at bus stops.

Right: 2511 making its way along Manners Street on 12 March 2019. The Real Time Information
board no longer gives any information about Route 91 services. No-one waits to board – the bus did
not stop either.
Left: If you enter Route 91 into Metlink’s website route search you will get this
message – ‘service not found’.
Below: Further information available when typing in ‘Wellington Airport.’

❷❻

HOW ARE THE BUS COMPANIES DOING?
Reader Mike Mellor regularly analyses GWRC transport performance statistics. These are his graphs plotting performance in the last four
months. In detail:

Metlink’s most recent published satisfaction survey can be read at:
https://www.metlink.org.nz/assets/Uploads/GWRC-PT-Customer-Satisfaction-Survey-November-2018-Public-report.pdf
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mystery Location answer: Page 9 photo.
Near the end of Forestvale Road, near
Waimahaka. The photo was taken close to
the route of the old Tokanui/Seaward Bush
branch of NZR. For those still mystified as
to the location, Waimahaka is a locality in
the Southland region of New Zealand's
South Island.

Left: Did you think battery buses were something relatively new and cutting
edge? David Bond sent me this cutting from The Times dated 6 March 1974
that proves they aren’t - they were trialled forty-five years ago. There’s no
doubt that technology has developed and improved in that time but again it
shows that despite what we think there’s nothing new under the sun. It does
make you wonder why it has taken so long for battery buses to become so
popular. As David commented, “It’s all been done before.” The article is well
worth a read.

Right: Full marks to Tranzurban (TU) for making an effort to recruit more drivers.
3301 lays over at the Interchange on 12 March between duties on the 23z.
However, the lower half of the ad, containing TU’s phone number is missing!

❷❼

BUS NEWS IN THE MEDIA
Complaint every 27 minutes and 30 cancelled buses a day during horror four months for Metlink
Wellington's public transport operator has received a complaint every 27 minutes and cancelled more than 30 buses a day over the past
four months. Figures released to Stuff show Metlink, which runs the region's public transport network, investigated more than
6200 complaints between November last year and February this year - an average of one every 27 minutes. That figure is almost double
the number of complaints (3400) dealt with in the corresponding previous four-month period - from November 2017 to February 2018.
While the complaints relate to all of Metlink's public transport services across the Wellington region, the increase comes after the
controversial overhaul of the Wellington City bus network in July. The overhaul saw some routes taken away, others changed to
include new bus transfers, and persistent problems with lateness, overcrowding, and driver shortages. During the same four-month
period, 3707 bus services were cancelled. While that equated to only about 1 per cent of Metlink's total trips over that time, for
commuters it meant more than 30 buses a day being scrapped. After several timetable tweaks, additional buses, and the reinstatement of
some routes following relentless public pressure since July, Greater Wellington Regional Council said things appeared to be settling down
towards the end of last year. But by late February, things had become so bad, 20 services were suspended for up to six months because
of a driver shortage at NZ Bus, and the shortage was also affecting rail commuters. Figures show 77 train
services were cancelled because of driver shortages alone between from November to January. Forty-nine of
those were replaced by buses. Rongotai MP Paul Eagle said the bus situation was appalling, and there was a
feeling among many Wellingtonians there would never be an end to it. "This is months after the regional
council gave reassurances to a select committee [in September] that these issues would be fixed within eight
weeks. "That hasn't happened," Eagle said. The driver shortage at NZ Bus, which had caused the majority of
cancellations, was farcical, he added. "It's unheard of in the capital city to be held to ransom by a bus
operator that doesn't have buses. How did this happen?" There was a case for the Government, city
councils, or regional councils to own buses and drivers so it was in control, he said. A regional council
spokesman said cancellations during the past four months were because of the driver shortage, bus driver
strikes and stop-work meetings, and one-off events like January's Terrace Tunnel incident. "We are working
closely with all operators to provide more certainty for customers so when cancellations are necessary we
can plan them in advance and give customers notice and alternatives." The accuracy of real-time
information (RTI) boards was improving, with 97 per cent of buses tracked correctly, the spokesman said.
Buses not being tracked correctly were because of technical issues or drivers not using the system correctly.
An Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) counsellor was brought in to help call centre staff during the
network changeover last year.
Source: Stuff. 10 March 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/111042287/complaint-every-27-minutesand-30-cancelled-buses-a-day-during-horror-four-months-for-metlink
Right: Metlink poster that advises commuters about the shortage of drivers and the cancellation of some
services on nine routes during the morning peak hours. “Please bear with us....”

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Calls for central Government to step in and help fix Wellington's bus problems
Wellington's Mayor has backed a call for central Government to step in and help fix the ongoing problems with the region's bus network.
Wellington-based National List MP Nicola Willis is calling for a Government representative to help Greater Wellington Regional Council
resolve the problems, which have seen more than 30 buses a day cancelled during the past four months. The cancellations are because of
a driver shortage at NZ Bus, which lost the majority of its Wellington contracts to Tranzurban at the same time the network was revamped
in July last year. Mayor Justin Lester said he backed the call for a Crown observer to step in, saying the problems had gone on for too long.
"There is not sufficient public confidence that the issues are being resolved," he said. "I think on that basis, I would support a Crown
observer being appointed to sit alongside the regional council, to assist it in addressing the problems that exist and to improve the service
to a level where Wellingtonians are confident in the service." But the Government would need to be confident the observer would help
the situation, rather than hinder it by adding another voice to decision-making discussions, Lester said. The public transport operating
model – a framework introduced by the previous National government encouraging councils to commercialise public transport services –
was not functioning well, and there was a significant driver shortage, he said. Willis said the new network had been plagued by problems
since it was introduced almost eight months ago, and it was time for the Government to step in. She met with regional council staff on
Friday to discuss her concerns following an increase in complaints from her constituents. "I left my meeting on Friday with no confidence
in the council’s ability to fix the mess it has created." Willis said she was told the council was expecting cancellations beyond the 20
morning services it suspended in February. The problem would get even worse when new legislation around meal breaks came into effect
in May, she said. "The Government can no longer ignore these problems. It must act in the interests of Wellington bus users. I have
previously called for this intervention and ministers have chosen not to act. I urge them to think again." Greater Wellington chairman Chris
Laidlaw confirmed Willis met chief executive Greg Campbell last week for an "open and honest" conversation about the driver shortage.
The council was dismayed by the situation at NZ Bus, Laidlaw said. "We have seen additional cancellations in the last week, on top of the
planned suspensions we put in place to support NZ Bus driver shortages," he said. "We are frustrated at the inability of NZ Bus to meet
these reduced requirements, and the impact on Metlink customers. Financial penalties will be applied but our absolute focus is to get
scheduled NZ Bus services running reliably." The driver shortage was systemic, Laidlaw said. "The council recently resolved to convene a
national forum to elevate the conversation and welcomes Nicola Willis' support in getting traction on this matter." Daran Ponter, deputy
chairman of the regional council's sustainable transport committee, said if the Government wanted to appoint a Crown observer then it
would be good if they came with a Class-4 bus licence. "Because the main thing we need right now is drivers."
Source: Stuff. 12 March 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/111214825/calls-for-central-government-to-step-in-and-help-fixwellingtons-bus-problems
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Transport Minister Phil Twyford rejects calls for Government intervention in Wellington's bus 'debacle'
Transport Minister Phil Twyford has ruled out Government intervention in Wellington's troubled bus network, but has called on the
regional council to "get its act together" and sort the ongoing problems. Twyford said he would meet with Greater Wellington Regional
Council (GWRC) chairman Chris Laidlaw in a few days, promising to deliver a "frank assessment" of the problems that have seen more than
30 buses a day cancelled during the past four months. But the Transport Minister rejected calls for a Crown observer to be appointed to
step in and help the council, although he did not rule out the possibility in the future. "I'm not convinced that an observer is going to fix
the problem. Actually, Greater Wellington Regional Council needs to get their act together. It's their responsibility." The latest problems
have been caused by a driver shortage at NZ Bus, which recently resulted in 20 morning services being suspended for up to six months.
There have been ongoing cancellations on top of that in recent weeks. On Tuesday, Wellington-based National List MP Nicola Willis called
for Government intervention to help fix the problems. The call was backed by Wellington Mayor Justin Lester. But Twyford said
the Government stepping in was not the answer. "A Crown observer won’t have an immediate impact and we need Greater Wellington
Regional Council and NZ Bus to take action now to fix this debacle for Wellingtonians," he said. "I’ve made it clear to GWRC that this is
unacceptable and I’m meeting with Chris Laidlaw next week to discuss the situation further.” Twyford had met with Laidlaw once, in
November, to discuss the bus problems. "This thing is fixable and GWRC need to do their job." Any decision to appoint a Crown observer
would need to be authorised by Local Government Minister Nanaia Mahuta. Mahuta was travelling to Chile on Wednesday and was not
available for comment. A spokesman said she had not been briefed on the council's progress, but there was a high threshold under the
Local Government Act for intervention to be considered. Willis and fellow National MPs Brett Hudson and Chris Bishop wrote to Mahuta
and Twyford on Tuesday, again urging the Government to step in. They said they had called for an observer to be appointed in
October, but their call was rejected then also. "As predicted, we are continuing to hear from Wellingtonians every day whose lives are
being disrupted by unreliable services," they wrote. "The problems are only increasing, with up to 30 cancellations a day, overcrowded
buses, and many people giving up on Wellington bus services altogether." Last time Twyford ruled out asking the Government to step in,
he said the move would be nothing more than a "political stunt". "I share the frustration of Wellington commuters struggling with the new
bus schedules. However, political stunts like a bus monitor are not going to fix this problem." Wellington City's bus network was
overhauled in July, leading to problems including lateness, cancellations, overcrowding, and faulty real-time information (RTI) boards. The
council has gradually introduced several timetable tweaks, extra buses, and the reinstatement of some routes or parts of routes, but the
driver shortage has countered many of those efforts.
Source: Stuff. 13 March 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/111244541/transport-minister-phil-twyford-rejects-calls-for-government-intervention-inwellingtons-bus-debacle
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: Alan Smith’s letter appeared in The Dominion Post on 14 March 2019. It is in reference to the article on
the top of page 27.
Left: Letter to The Dominion Post 16 March 2019.

Right: Large advertisement placed in The
Dominion Post on 16 March 2019 by Metlink.

Below: ADL 5080 about to stop outside the Supreme
Court in Lambton Quay on 27
March 2019. Double-decker
Route 3 services were suspended
for a short time later that day
when a power cable came down
in Taranaki Street in severe gale
force winds.
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Where’s the “electric future” for our buses?
by Gillian Tompsett
By sanctioning the purchase of new diesel buses, the Greater Wellington Regional Council continues to undermine the government’s
cornerstone strategic commitment to environmentally sustainable public transport systems that reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Despite the government’s calls for transport solutions that “reduce adverse effects on the local environment and public health” with an
emphasis on “value for money”, bus companies operating in Wellington persist in purchasing far more diesel buses than electric. Regional
Council press releases from 2017 talked up the new Euro 5 & 6 buses, claiming a “30% reduction in tailpipe emissions”, but failed to
include greenhouse gases in their calculations. Thanks to work done by ReVolt Wellington, the CEO has admitted that CO2 was not
included in their emissions monitoring. Greenhouse gas emissions from public transport have gone up 15-20% since the changes to the
bus network. The unambitious target of 30 electric buses within 3 years and the recent purchase by NZ Bus of an additional 17 new diesel
double-decker buses in February, (with more diesels slated to replace the older Euro 3 and 4 buses that operate in significant numbers on
the No.2 route), are clear signals that the “electric future” promised by Chairman Laidlaw in 2017 is not on track to arrive in Wellington
within the life of the current 10-12 year contracts. The Regional Council’s own regional transport plan described the choice of modern
diesel buses as the cheapest and worst-performing option on carbon emissions. The almost 1,000 signatories gathered in a petition across
Wellington last year calling for government intervention, together with mounting frustration expressed over the last few days, are a strong
indication that patience with the Regional Council is fast running out. It’s time for a shift in thinking that prioritises the replacement of
diesel buses with electric. No more obfuscation from the GWRC. No more diesels.
Gillian Tompsett is a member of ReVolt Wellington
Source: Wellington Scoop. 15 March 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=117053
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wellington buses partly blamed for regional council's proposed 6.5 per cent rates rise
The capital's bus debacle is part of the reason Wellingtonians will be about $50 poorer a year as the regional council readies to pass a 6.5
per cent rate rise. In its 2019-20 annual plan the Greater Wellington Regional Council said "significant cost pressures" had been incurred
due to additional bus services introduced in response to public demand and rising fuel prices which affected its contracts with bus
operators. Other costs related to budget blowouts for investment programmes such as Lower Hutt's RiverLink flood protection scheme the
rail network. The plan will be discussed before it can be approved at Thursday's full council meeting. It equates to 97 cents a week for the
average residential ratepayer and is 0.6 per cent higher than forecast in the Long Term Plan. Actual rates increases will vary by region,
based on the valuation of residential and commercial properties. Council chair Chris Laidlaw said in a statement on Tuesday it looked
forward to progressing works that would add value to the region. "Council has tried its very best to minimise the rate increase and to
achieve a fair balance between avoiding too much pressure on ratepayers and ensuring we can continue to advance long term
programmes that bring significant benefits to the region." Councillors would engage in community and stakeholder meetings over the
coming months to discuss the plan, the statement said. The council would not seek formal submissions about what's proposed for the
2019-20 Annual Plan.
Source: Stuff. 19 March 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/111393541/wellington-buses-partly-blamed-for-regional-councils-proposed-65-percent-rates-rise
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Right: Letter to The Dominion Post 21 March 2019.

Regional council to consult with commuters on how it can improve Wellington's bus network
More than eight months after Wellington's new bus network was introduced, commuters will get their say on how transport planners can
fix it. The new network was rolled out across the city in July, and has been troubled by a range of problems since. On Wednesday, Greater
Wellington Regional Council, which runs the region's public transport network, said public consultation would form the basis of a review
into the revamped bus system's design and timetables. It comes after a separate review by an independent consultancy firm late last year
into the rollout of the network found the team responsible for it was not equipped for the job. Sustainable transport committee
chairwoman Barbara Donaldson said the public consultation showed a "genuine commitment to Wellington's communities". "We are
focused on providing people with the opportunity to engage in a meaningful way and designing a consultation process that gives the
community a range of options to work through and prioritise. "It's important for us to hear from the actual communities we serve, understand their needs,
[find out] what's working for them and what isn't, so we can develop improvements unique to each of our suburbs as well as the whole of the network,"
Donaldson said. Feedback and complaints already received would form part of the review which would focus on the eastern suburbs to begin with, before
including the rest of the city. Once feedback had been gathered, there would be a series of community workshops before changes were proposed. There
would then be further public consultation before the changes were introduced. It was not clear how long the whole process would take. The review
would also assess contracts with bus operators, including incentives and fines for cancelling buses; fare policies; the make-up and ownership of buses; bus
stops and shelters; and technology systems such as real-time information screens. However, the terms of reference said there could be "no wholesale return
to the old network", which was scrapped in an attempt to reduce the number of buses on Wellington's Golden Mile - the CBD thoroughfare which includes
parts of Lambton Quay, Willis St, Manners St, and Courtenay Pl. Decisions would be made by the council's sustainable transport committee. Commuters were
not consulted before the initial design was proposed in 2014, but were consulted afterwards. However, concerns from several communities about changes to
their routes, including the need to use switch buses, were largely ignored. The council has since reinstated a number of routes, or parts of routes, following
relentless public pressure.

Source: Stuff. 20 March 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/111425235/regional-council-to-consult-with-commuters-on-how-it-can-improve-wellingtons-busnetwork
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There may be bus problems – but the fares aren’t going up
News from Regional Council
For a second year in a row there will be no rise in bus and train fares. The Wellington Regional Council confirmed in today’s council
meeting that fares will continue to be held at current levels. “This is good news for bus and train users,” says Chair of the council’s
Sustainable Transport Committee, Cr Barbara Donaldson. “Metlink is enjoying unprecedented growth in patronage across buses and
trains. Holding fares will encourage even more people to use public transport and with more passengers we will see a positive impact on
income,” adds Cr Donaldson.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 21 March 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=117233
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Regional Council’s bus review wants us to tell them “what’s working?” (“and what isn’t”)
Press Release – Greater Wellington Regional Council
The Regional Council yesterday released the first details of the second stage of its bus network review, with public consultation forming
the bulk of the work. Councillor Barbara Donaldson, Chair of the council’s Sustainable Transport Committee, described the process as a
genuine commitment to Wellington’s communities. “We are focused on providing people with the opportunity to engage in a meaningful
way and designing a consultation process that gives the community a range of options to work through and prioritise,” adds Councillor
Donaldson. In its February meeting, the Committee resolved to prioritise the eastern suburbs in the review, before moving on to the
southern, western and northern suburbs of Wellington. “It’s important for us to hear from the actual communities we serve, understand
their needs, what’s working for them and what isn’t so we can develop improvements unique to each of our suburbs as well as the whole
of the network,” says Councillor Donaldson. Feedback received by Greater Wellington through its contact centre, social media channels,
and community and council forums this past year will also help inform the review. As part of the review the council will also set up a
Councillor-led reference group and project team to review and report against the current state of the network, including: timetables;
contractual arrangements with operators; industrial relations; bus fleets; depots; bus stop infrastructure; fare policies and supporting
technology such as ticketing and real time information.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 21 March 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=117191 (Content originally sourced from scoop.co.nz)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A bad week for our “greater” council
by Lindsay Shelton
It’s been a bad week for the Regional Council. (The one that refers to itself as “Greater Wellington.”) It had to deal with scores of
unplanned bus cancellations, and there was derision at its request to be told what’s wrong with its bus services. Then came its
announcement that it was increasing the rates by 6.5 per cent, which was quickly followed by the discovery of something it had chosen
not to mention: for Wellington city the increase was to be much more than that. Much, much more. If you had the time and the patience
to read the 144 page agenda for this week’s meeting, you discovered a table which revealed that the rates increases in Wellington were
planned to be more than 16 per cent. Hard to reconcile that proposal with the later statement from chair Chris Laidlaw who said “It’s been
our consistent position that we must minimise the impact of rates on regional ratepayers.” Perhaps he overlooked the 16 per cent in the
144 pages of information. Consistent or not, councillors yesterday refused to accept the rates proposalincluding Wellington’s 16 per cent.
It was sent back to the drawing board, and they’ll be given a new rates plan to look at next month. No doubt with a reminder from Chris
Laidlaw about minimising the impact on ratepayers. The “need to know” request came from the council’s transport committee chair
Barbara Donaldson, who has been barely visible during the months of disruptions since the council reorganised Wellington’s buses last
year. She announced more public consultation – “an opportunity to engage in a meaningful way … that gives the community a range of
options to work through and prioritise.” It was a puzzling request from the person who’s supposed to be in charge of the council’s
transport plans – and whose Metlink staff have been receiving, and no doubt logging, hundreds of complaints from bus travellers,
specifying every detail of the continuing frustrating failures. There was a most reasonable response from Kara Lipski, one of our readers:
Wellington bus users have been telling the Regional Council what we think of the bus system since July last year. When will they actually
listen? And when will they act on what we have asked for? And from another reader: They consulted for 8 YEARS setting up this shambles,
and they have had comprehensive feedback for the past 8 months, what more do they need? As for the cancellations. Here’s a summary of
the week from Roger Blakeley, who (with Daran Ponter) is one of the few regional councillors who gets involved with the bus problems:
Some good news today amongst the gloom of bus cancellations. Today there were only 4 "unplanned" cancellations (additional to the 21
"planned" cancellations). Much better than the 26, 26 and 29 "unplanned" cancellations by NZ Bus in the previous 3 days. But there’s
more to come – planned or unplanned, and whether they’re called suspensions (how do you suspend a bus?) or cancellations, there’s no
difference in what is continuing to happen. And let’s not forget the chief executive’s performance review, that’s being carried out this
week. As a reader relevantly noted: how did the CEO go with personally fixing the bus problems before Christmas? A “Not Achieved” for
that section of the review. (A reminder that in September last year Greg Campbell announced he was taking over direct leadership of the
troubled bus network for three months, and “we will solve the problems.“ As everyone knows, the problems have not been solved.)
Source: Wellington Scoop. 22 March 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=117243
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Links to the stories are always included and frequently readers can post their comments. These comments are well worth reading!
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Wellington double-deckers to start using Hataitai bus tunnel
Double-deckers are about to thread through Wellington's bus tunnel – but with 30cm clearance there will be little room for error. While
the bus drivers' union said a double-decker had already hit the roof in trials and expected more safety work to be done, Greater
Wellington Regional Council confirmed the bigger buses would be using the bus tunnel between Mount Victoria and Hataitai from Monday
morning. "We've worked closely with NZ Bus and the city council to put precautionary measures, test runs and training in place," a
spokesman said. The double-deckers were scheduled to go through the bus tunnel when timetables were overhauled in February but
there was a delay as NZ Bus awaited delivery of the bigger buses and while safety measures were installed.
The double-deckers would be used on the 31 and 36 routes. Testing had been going on since before
Christmas and he was unaware of any of the trial buses hitting the side. A range of safety features such as
red cat's eye and bollards had been installed to help the drivers stay on the correct line through the tunnel.
"There's definitely margin for error. We wouldn't be employing buses that weren't safe," he said. Tramways
Union secretary Kevin O'Sullivan said that, from the top corners of the bus to the edge of the tunnel, there
would be just 30cm of clearance. One bus had already hit the side of the tunnel during trial runs, he said. He
understood that regular double-decker commuter services would not start running through the tunnel till
something was done to fix the small-margin-of-error problem but it was unclear what could be done. Nick
Focas, who lives in Pirie St, near the Mount Victoria end of the tunnel, had seen one of the trial doubledeckers going through. "It looked really tight," he said. NZ Bus has been approached for comment.
Source: Stuff. 24 March 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/111509819/wellington-doubledeckers-to-start-using-hataitaibus-tunnel
Right: Newly installed bollards, red reflective “cats’ eyes” and arrows now guide bus drivers through Hataitai
tunnel. A 30kph speed limit applies through the tunnel.
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Wellington clearly can't solve its bus disaster. So Government must step in
Dave Armstrong
We are now in the ninth month of our new bus system. As "transport nerd" Mike Mellor noted in a recent blog, since the changes,
GWRC [Greater Wellington Regional Council] has published no data or other objective information that shows any improving trend in bus
[or train] performance". I know Mike's right when I check social media – four peak-hour services from Strathmore cancelled and five peakhour Karori/Northland buses cancelled at the same time. Metlink received double the number of complaints during February 2019 than in
February 2018. Yesterday, Metlink tweeted 27 bus cancellations before 7am. At least Metlink is tweeting about buses again – thanks to
some stirring by GW councillor Roger Blakeley. For a while it stopped completely. I was reminded of under-fire managers who refuse to
come out of their office to deal with reality. So what's the cause of the latest bustastrophic incidents? Most blame has been heaped on NZ
Bus, which has a critical driver shortage. Tranzit had initial staffing difficulties but is apparently more "agile". It is currently not
experiencing the same problems as NZ Bus. There are claims of a nationwide driver shortage and even talk of bringing in overseas drivers.
This is exactly what a top union official told me would happen when contracts were being tendered two years ago – drive down conditions
of good local drivers then import cheaper ones from overseas. The question people are asking is why not just pay drivers more – isn't that
how the market works? Not in this case, it appears. NZ Bus is in the middle of a sale to an Australian company. Because NZ Bus is so bad at
public communication, there is little we can do but speculate about its lack of drivers. Maybe it's not in its interest to pay drivers more – as
the balance sheet won't look so good to the new buyer? Maybe its contract with GWRC, which we're not allowed to see, is so badly drawn
up that it is cheaper for NZ Bus to pay penalties for cancelled services than to pay a wage to attract more drivers? It's sad seeing Metlink
trying to busplain contractor problems. Apparently, it's very difficult to attract low-wage drivers to work only a couple of hours during the
morning and afternoon peak shifts. You don't say. Who knows what's going to happen when winter flu breaks out and new regulations
kick in requiring drivers to be covered while taking mandatory breaks. But didn't NZ Bus have a collective agreement with the union and
pay relatively well? True – though it seems things have changed since new contracts were awarded and the conditional sale announced.
And as anyone who has worked in a toxic environment knows, money is not everything. But not every problem can be blamed on NZ Bus.
A Churton Park commuter on a Tranzurban route tells me about two missed doctor's appointments because of bus delays. The commuter
recalls only a couple of missed buses in the decades that Mana Coach Services ran the route. A recent 40-minute delay on the Churton
Park route was caused, according to Metlink, by the bus being on "private non-Metlink business". It happened while many cruise ships
were in town – when good money can be made doing bus shuttles. A lot of the blame for the current bustastrophe is being aimed at the
PTOM (Public Transport Operating Model) that National introduced. And with good reason, though we can't blame everything on PTOM.
PTOM did not redesign the bus routes. PTOM did not force bus hubs to be in operation before they were built. PTOM does not require
that GWRC delete rules on workers' conditions from contracts. PTOM does not require Tranzit to shut out unions. PTOM does not require
GWRC and NZ Bus to have appalling public communication. Though it does allow all of these. The current bus contracts will run for quite
some time and they would be expensive to overturn. Long-suffering commuters need solutions now. Local National MPs have called for a
Crown observer to be appointed to the GWRC. Justin Lester agrees. It's hardly a radical move. A Crown observer won't solve the
bustastrophe, but it could bring some much-needed transparency. The observer could find out what is really going on and report back to
the Government and, more importantly, the public. But Transport Minister Phil Twyford is unconvinced. He thinks it's a political stunt.
"Greater Wellington Regional Council needs to get their act together. It's their responsibility," he says. The trouble is, the GWRC has spent
nearly a year trying to fix the problem and has failed miserably. Why don't our transport ministers force the GWRC, private operators,
unions and the city's MPs to sit down together and see if they can fix some short-term problems? Recently, our Parliament strengthened
our gun laws in six days. The whole country was greatly impressed with the almost complete bipartisan approach. Come on Phil, put party
politics aside and do the same thing with Wellington's appalling bus service.
Source: Stuff. 26 March 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/wellington/111528739/wellington-clearly-cant-solve-its-busdisaster-so-government-must-step-in
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Call for NZ Bus to relinquish Wellington contract after 'outrageous' failings
The scale of Wellington's bus problems has been revealed, with one operator copping 117 fines a day for failures such as cancelled or late
buses. Figures released to Stuff reveal NZ Bus was stung 17,663 times in five months after Greater Wellington Regional Council
began penalising operators not meeting their contract requirements from October. In total, the company copped a fine on almost 12 per
cent of its services from October 1 until February 28. The cost of the fines has been kept secret, with the council citing commercial
sensitivity. A council spokesman said they were "substantial". The infractions included 3207 cancellations, 8451 late services, and 6005
instances of using buses too small for the route. Rongotai MP Paul Eagle said the figures were outrageous, and has called on NZ Bus to
hand over its Wellington contract. "Every ratepayer in the region deserves to know exactly what the fine is and, if it is monetary, what the
sum total is. "To me, it's sounding like it should be the cost of them being forced to give up the bus network [in Wellington]. "In any other
contract, if you messed up 17,000 times, you would be dropped." Eagle called for buses to be "given back to the ratepayers", and operated
jointly by the regional council and Wellington City Council. Wellington's bus contracts were renewed in July, coinciding with the revamping
of the city's network. Previously, companies were not paid for services they cancelled, but did not receive a fine. From October, after a
"grace period" had passed, companies faced an additional fine on top of not being paid. The new contracts should have included a fine "so
substantial" that it had forced the company out of business in Wellington, Eagle said. "Anything past 50 [fines] should have seen them
exiting the contract. NZ Bus should now walk away." Wellington-based National List MP Nicola Willis said the "mind-blowing" figures
highlighted the extent of the relationship breakdown between the council and NZ Bus. The council needed high-level legal and commercial
advice on how it could enforce the contract requirements, and termination of the 12-year deal should remain on the table as leverage, she
said. "But I do find it extraordinary the council keeps blaming NZ Bus. The regional council is accountable for that contract and they need
to ensure services are being delivered." The company had the power to improve drivers' wages and conditions without the council being
involved, she said. Council chairman Chris Laidlaw did not want to speculate on whether the fines were strong enough to ensure bus
companies fell into line. He said any punishments were irrelevant when the main problem was a shortage of drivers at the company. "[The
fines] are not going to work because the whole system is paralysed by the shortage of its drivers." The council had ordered NZ Bus to
appoint an additional Wellington manager because of the failings, Laidlaw said. Other companies were running some of its services to
make up for the driver shortage, and that number could increase. NZ Bus chief executive Zane Fulljames accepted the figures, but said the
company was above the contract target for lateness and using the right-sized bus. "NZ Bus continues to focus on recruitment of drivers
into Wellington central, searching both domestic and internationally, and expects to return to normalised performance levels by mid-year"
Fulljames did not respond to suggestions the council should relinquish its Wellington contracts. Tramways Union secretary
Kevin O'Sullivan said the figures showed how "absolutely farcical and ridiculous the whole thing is". "The Government needs to step in and
do something." He understood fines could be in the thousands of dollars.
Source: Stuff. 27 March 2019.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/111546511/call-for-nz-bus-to-relinquish-wellington-contract-after-outrageous-failings
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Complaints and cancellations
Nine months after Wellington’s new bus system was introduced, things seem to be worse than ever. Here’s what a city councillor reported
this morning: “Sad to say the bus system in the eastern suburbs seems to have really failed today with so many bus no-shows... WCC
meeting with GWRC today for an update.” Yesterday Dave Armstrong reported that Metlink had received twice as many complaints during
February this year compared with February last year. On Monday, he wrote sadly, Metlink tweeted 27 bus cancellations before 7am. It
was the same last week. Last Thursday, here’s what regional councillor Roger Blakeley reported, trying his best to be optimistic:”Some
good news today amongst the gloom of bus cancellations. Today there were only 4 “unplanned” cancellations (additional to the 21
“planned” cancellations). Much better than the 26, 26 and 29 “unplanned” cancellations by NZ Bus in the previous 3 days” The shortage of
drivers is being given as an excuse for so many cancellations. But as Dave Armstrong wrote: NZ Bus is in the middle of a sale to an
Australian company. Because NZ Bus is so bad at public communication, there is little we can do but speculate about its lack of drivers.
Maybe it’s not in its interest to pay drivers more – as the balance sheet won’t look so good to the new buyer? Maybe its contract with
GWRC, which we’re not allowed to see, is so badly drawn up that it is cheaper for NZ Bus to pay penalties for cancelled services than to pay
a wage to attract more drivers? It’s sad seeing Metlink trying to busplain contractor problems. Apparently, it’s very difficult to attract lowwage drivers to work only a couple of hours during the morning and afternoon peak shifts. You don’t say. In the early days of the
bustrastrophe, there was an occasional apology from the Regional Council and from its chair Chris Laidlaw. None lately. Instead, as the
failures continue, there are expectations that he should fall on his sword and resign, as should his transport committee chair Barbara
Donaldson. She has been almost invisible for the last nine months, leaving engagement with the travelling public to be carried out by two
of her fellow councillors – Roger Blakeley and Daran Ponter, who are admirably active in their efforts to fix some of the worst problems.
They both deserve voter support in October for their continuing efforts at trouble shooting. Not so for some of their colleagues. There’s no
reason to vote for anyone who has chosen to stay uninvolved as the months of trouble on the buses have gone and on. And certainly no
reason – should they stand again – to vote for those who are directly responsible.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 27 March 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=117332
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Replace NZ Bus, says Lester – “this is becoming absurd”
Wellington mayor Justin Lester says the regional council should consider replacing NZ Bus with another contractor. He was commenting on
the news that NZ Bus has been fined 17,663 times in five months for failing to comply with its contractual requirements in Wellington. The
bus company was contracted by the regional council to deliver 150,000 trips during this time. It received 3207 penalties for cancellations,
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8451 for late services and 6005 for using the wrong sized buses. “There’ll be a point in time where you say, look can we get someone else
in to replace this, because this is simply not good enough,” said Justin Lester. “This is becoming absurd … that number of fines,
that number of cancellations is simply unacceptable.” Regional Council chair Chris Laidlaw said the council is requiring NZ Bus to appoint a
new manager in its Wellington operation “to lift performance and meet its contractual requirements”. Mr Laidlaw said Metlink was
reviewing additional services that could be run by other operators. “There are a series of planned cancellations in place, alternate
operators are providing services on some routes, and double-deckers have been rolled out to the eastern suburbs to add additional
capacity,” he said. He said the council’s immediate focus was to address driver shortages and recruitment strategies.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 28 March 2019. From RNZ News. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=117446
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NZ Bus should 'hand the buses back to the ratepayers' - MP
NZ Bus is defending the 17,663 fines it received since October for late or cancelled buses, saying it had 150,000 services run on time. The
MP based in Rongotai - where the company's depot is - Paul Eagle, said the figure is outrageous and NZ Bus has to go. "Anyone who's
receiving that amount of complaints should really do the decent thing and say that's it, we're out of here. "I was shocked when I was told
that number. I think NZ Bus owes the ratepayers of Wellington an explanation." Mr Eagle said NZ Bus should hand the buses back to
Wellington ratepayers. "They purchased them, all you do is run them, you need to do the decent thing and hand them back," he said. NZ
Bus chairman Kevin Baker said it was sorry for the late and cancelled services but it was committed to getting on top of things. "Of course
NZ Bus would prefer to be operating at a higher level of performance and lower abatements, and is working extremely hard to pull
whatever levers it can to do so. "Unfortunately the short planning period in 2018 and shortages of drivers in the Wellington market (both
of which has been referred to since mid year) means that there are gaps in services compared to the full schedule, which have been
agreed and are understood by GWRC [Greater Wellington Regional Council]," he said. "NZ Bus is committed to returning to the high level
of service it has been known for and all of its people including drivers, duty supervisors, mechanics, and management are and continue to
work extended hours to ease the issues as best they can. While the focus might be on missed or late trips, for which NZ Bus apologises,
there is little recognition of over 150,000 completed or on time trips." He said the new network, which went live in July last year, needs
time to bed down. "Full operationalisation of a new network requires time to bed down, with many elements required to operate in
harmony, which remains a work in progress for all the public transport partners. NZB and GWRC have been, and continue to work very cooperatively to improve service performance and reliability." In January 2018, NZ Bus successfully secured five decade-long contracts in
Wellington, to a total value of $323 million. Mr Eagle wants NZ Bus to relinquish those routes and said the council would be able to come
up with a solution. Councillor Daran Ponter said whether NZ Bus would stay or go, was something it would have to decide soon. "We will
have to determine in the next few weeks whether their performance is so inadequate that we have got to that point. "The difficulty is
however ... then what. Because while that sounds good to strip off the services from NZ Bus and allocate them to somebody else, we have
to have that somebody else to allocate them to." Mr Ponter also wanted the amount the company had paid in fines made public something which currently could not happen due to commercial sensitivity. He has sought legal advice on whether that figure should be
released. He also said due to the driver shortage NZ Bus had 21 permanent cancelled services a day but was commonly cancelling 20 or 30
more each day at the last minute. "I have really struggled over the last few months with NZ Bus. Hugely disappointed. "At its very base
level I think that NZ Bus has disrespected Wellington ratepayers and Wellington bus-users. I have got to a point where i have lost
confidence and faith." Wellington-based National list MP Nicola Willis said the government should have stepped in months ago. "It was
clear months ago that these were systemic issues that were not going to be resolved. As early as October I was calling for the government
to put in a Crown observer because I could see it wasn't getting better, Wellington bus users could see it wasn't getting better ... here we
are." She said the regional council needed to own the problem, just as much as NZ Bus, and should be helping NZ Bus meet its obligations.
"I don't think it's beyond any provider to put in place incentives that mean people want to work there, they want to drive their buses and
they turn up to work - that's about being a good employer and the regional council needs to make sure providers are incentivised to do
that." Ms Willis said the council needed help to rectify things. "I don't have faith in the council to solve this by itself - it's been promising to
fix things since the new system was put in place. "I think the government needs to send in a Crown observer and use its powers under the
Local Government Act to fix these problems."
Source: RNZ News. 28 March 2019.
https://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/385824/nz-bus-should-hand-the-buses-back-to-the-ratepayers-mp
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“Bus Chaos in Wellington”
An audio interview with Daran Ponter (Regional Council) and Kevin O’Sullivan (Tramways Union) on the on-going situation can be heard at:
https://www.radionz.co.nz/audio/player?audio_id=2018684133
Recommended listening.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: Two Route 3 services follow one another along Lambton Quay on 18 March
2019. This is nothing uncommon, just one of the issues that you might have just
read about in the previous media pages.
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119 IN PRESERVATION

Right: 119 was the highest numbered B.U.T.
trolleybus to run in Wellington. Following
withdrawal The Omnibus Society acquired it
for preservation. On 15 January 2003 it was
photographed inside Kilbirnie depot.

Left: 119 posing in the sun at Karori depot on 14
August 2003. For a number of years The Omnibus
Society had a presence at the depot storing a
number of their exhibits there. The flats behind
the depot commanded a great view of comings
and goings down below though whether any bus
enthusiasts ever lived there is unknown.

Right: Those were the days! Although 119 was no longer
part of the Stagecoach fleet there were opportunities when
preserved trolleybuses could still run under the wires as
seen here at the Interchange on 24 November 2003.

Left: 11-14 June 2004 will be remembered by enthusiasts as the
100 Years of Electric Traction event. As well as local exhibits,
former trolleybuses of Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin were
also running on Wellington streets. On 14 June 119 was
photographed parked in Karori Road.

❸❺

Left: The next three images were
taken on 12 June 2004. The first
is a delightful study of 119
departing
Newtown
Park
terminus.

Right: Various termini were visited that day including Island Bay.
Behind 119 is Dunedin 43.

Left: 119 on its way to Aro Street terminus and seen
turning from Willis Street into Aro Street. The
trolleybus was being driven by the late Graham
Butler.

Right: The following day 119 was recorded at the
eastern end of Courtenay Place.

All photos: Graeme Inwood.
Next month other buses which operated during
the 100 year event will be showcased.

❸❻

TROLLEYBUS MISHAPS FROM YESTERYEAR

Buses are certainly not immune from collisions or accidents.
One only needs to look closely at the current modern fleet
for proof of that! In days past there were far less motor
vehicles on the city streets but nonetheless, the odd ‘ding’
still occurred. The following pictures are from Graeme
Inwood’s collection, however, the actual photographer or
source is unknown.

Right and below: On 26 December 1957, B.U.T. 36, one of the first
batch of this type of trolleybus in Wellington with the distinctive
lantern windscreen has collided with a motor bus in Mercer Street. It
is going to need not only a new windscreen but repairs to the front
right edge and the bumper
replaced. The activity is
certainly creating some local
interest. There was no word as
to what damage the other bus
sustained. Were Berger Paints
engaged for the repaint?

Right: B.U.T. 72 was almost
new when this mishap
occurred on 7 July 1958.
Again, no details of what
happened are recorded. All
that can be deduced is that 72
was probably en route to Mornington on this winter’s evening while
working a Route 7. For some at the scene it was maybe “Time for a
Capstan”, a full-strength cigarette of the era, as they ponder
recovery of the bus.

Left: Crunch! B.U.T. 79 looks to have been struck by the following
Fiducia tram. The date (late 1950s judging by the Capstan
advertisement) or location in the city were not recorded. However,
both 72 (above) and 79 were repaired and enjoyed many more years’
life on Wellington streets until their withdrawal in 1984.

If anyone can fill in some of the gaps for these interesting photographs please contact the Editor.

❸❼

COATS OF MANY COLOURS
NZ Bus continues to provide the city with some extra bus colour. However, the monotony of Metlink’s lime and blue will
eventually be all-pervading. With the NZ Bus double-deckers now having all arrived, some of the “fill in” vehicles will no doubt
start to disappear. In the meantime this small feature shows examples of colourful buses that can be still be seen at work.
Left: Former Valley Flyer 2002 M.A.N 1323 starts away from the
Interchange on 6 March 2019. There are a number of buses in this colour.

Right: A recent arrival from NZ Bus’ Onehunga depot in
Auckland to fill the gap in bus numbers, 1325, was
photographed in Riddiford Street, Newtown working an 18e
to Miramar on 12 March. I believe the bus is unique in not carrying any branding.
Left: Another Auckland “fill in”, 2003 M.A.N. 1446. This blue bus
was part of the North Star fleet which operated from the north
shore of Auckland. On 6 March it was photographed turning out
of Constable Street into Riddiford Street, Newtown while working
a 3 to Wellington Station. 1445 also operates in this colour.

Right: You guessed it – another Auckland bus on loan to Wellington.
1459 is in former Metrolink livery (now with Metlink decals) and is at
work on Route 3 on 7 March. It is in Evans Bay Parade about to stop at
the Kilbirnie bus hub.
Left: 2222 is an ex Metrolink 2010 Scania from Onehunga depot in
Auckland. These have been in use in Wellington for many months now
but no doubt will be some day be returning north. In the meantime it was
found at work on a Route 2 in Manners Street on 12 March 2019.
Below: Finally, it is still possible to see examples of former Go Wellington
colours on the streets, represented by the 2300 series M.A.N.s and 2600
series Scanias. This
is 2602 arriving at
the Interchange on
6 March.

There is still plenty
of bus colour on
Wellington’s streets
but be warned, it
won’t last forever.

❸❽

THEN AND NOW IN MANNERS STREET

Manners Street once used to hum to the sound of trolleybuses but that all ended on 31 October 2017. On 27 October, just four days
before the network closed, 383 was photographed passing Cuba Mall with an inbound service. Other than the impatient pedestrians and
the trolleybus, the street is otherwise clear. On 12 March 2019, Manners Street is again empty of traffic, other than Tranzurban’s 3504 on
its way to Churton Park (1CP). The double-decker is the only vehicle to be fully vinyled. When the wrap was first applied the route box at
the back was inadvertently covered with one of the three players’ faces. As can be seen this has now been fixed with just her eyes peeping
over the top of the display. Under new guidelines, buses are no longer permitted to have advertising covering windows.

❸❾

THEN AND NOW AT THE INTERCHANGE

Three views of the approach to the Railway
Station Interchange showing electric traction
through the years.

It’s not clear if the driver of Volvo 233 is waiting for
the pedestrian or vice versa but on a cloudless 18
December 2003 the trolleybus arrives at its
destination following a run from Seatoun. Back in
those days it was common for diesel buses to park
between duties in Lambton Quay outside the old
Government Building. 233 continued to work until
the end of Volvo operation in 2009 and was later
preserved by The Omnibus Society.

We now jump to 2017 and with only a few days left
of trolleybus working in Wellington, 332 crosses the
pedestrian crossing on an inbound Route 9 service
from Aro Street on 27 October. The two sets of
overhead enabled trolleybus drivers to access the
appropriate layover road just ahead past the arrival
stop. 332 was one of the first Designline trolleybuses
to arrive in Wellington in 2007 and like 233 worked
right to the end until withdrawal, in this case four
days later.

The overhead was taken down in January 2018 and
the area now looks quite bare from what
enthusiasts were used to, but electric traction still
(just) remains. Tranzurban (TU), the new bus player
in the city operates ten battery-operated doubledeckers although there are suggestions that the
fleet will grow. On 18 March 2019, UTW reader and
part-time TU driver, Graeme Inwood, brings 3707
into the Interchange to start his shift. Just two of the
fleet, 3703 and 3704, have been seen fitted with
charging apparatus on their rear end enabling them
to recharge their batteries at the Island Bay
terminus equipment. Another two are said to have
been fitted though this is yet to be confirmed. The
others require changing either at Tranzurban’s
Rongotai or Grenada depots.

❹⓿

SWITCH 468 REMEMBERED
Continuing the series on special work that once graced the overhead in Wellington.
Featured this month is Switch 468, the sole switch in Hutchison Road, Newtown that
enabled trolleybuses to turn back into John Street and return to the eastern suburbs.

Right: Switch 468 was situated a short distance along Hutchison
Road, near the entrance to Hanson Court Flats. Much of the time
trolleybuses travelled straight through the switch to continue
their journey to the city. It was usually only when buses were
required to return to Kilbirnie depot at the end of the shift that
the switch was used. On 22 December 2008, a rather tatty looking
251 is pictured approaching the switch while working an 11 from
Seatoun to the Railway Station.

Left: A wider view of the same scene, this time with 359 climbing the
rise towards the switch on 22 May 2017. This area has more recently
been developed as the John Street bus “hub”. Land to the right of
the photograph has been acquired to enable more bus stops to be
provided.
Below: The incomplete “hub” on 6 August 2018, but showing the
widening of Hutchison Road referred to above.

Left: On 14 February 2017, despite
trolleybuses becoming history eight
months later, drivers were still being
trained in their operation. 371’s driver has
just switched routes on to the outer wires
to enable the bus to turn right into John
Street and return back east.

❹❶

Left: 372 returning to the city on 17 April 2015. This view shows
the two sets of overhead leading towards John and Wallace
Streets.

Right: 360 on a Route 10 from Newtown Park about to leave Hutchison
Road and turn left into Wallace Street as it returns to the Railway
Station. Wallace and John Streets join at this location. The other set of
wires turn tightly right into John Street where through a trailing merge
switch it will join with the outbound wires seen at the top of the
photograph.

Left and below: By May 2018 the
decommissioning had reached Hutchison
Road. The scissor platform can be seen
parked just beyond the bus stop ready for
action later that night. On 7 May, the
overhead had been removed as far as switch
468. Later that same night the piece of
special work and the rest of the overhead in
Hutchison Road were removed.

Left: Twenty-four hours later. Overhead, what overhead?
However, a memento of this location - switch plate 468 was saved and was gifted to me for preservation by
Wellington Cable Car Ltd.

❹❷

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

Two of the recent
additions to the Capital’s
bus fleet. There are of
course many differences;
different manufacturers,
one is electric, the other
diesel-powered, different
front ends, one is longer
than the other, etc.
However, one thing is
very
different
for
passengers upstairs in the
front seats – one has a
grab rail between them
and the windscreen, the
other doesn’t.

Two models of double-decker that have recently made an appearance on the Capital’s streets. On the left is 3705, one of Tranzurban’s
battery-powered buses while alongside is 5084, an Alexander-Dennis diesel-powered vehicle owned by NZ Bus. There are many
differences of course with which the bus “rivet counter” can amuse himself, but one particular feature that is fitted to one and not the
other is a grab rail upstairs just behind the windscreen. Look at the passengers upstairs on 3705 compared to those on 5084. You will have
noticed a more detailed picture of the NZ Bus grab rail on page 23. The upstairs front seats are particularly popular with passengers,
especially as the double-deckers are still a novelty to travel on. I would have thought that in the safety-conscious world we live in
something as basic as a rail to grab hold of in the event of sudden braking or a collision would be a standard fitting. It may not be the be all
and end all to saving oneself from injury but I know what I’d feel safer sitting behind. I raised the matter with Metlink who responded:
“Thanks for your observations and I agree that there would be a good safety benefit in adding upper level front handrails to the EVDDs.
This has been investigated and a decision to fit these has been made, to be carried out in a timely manner. At the time of writing some finer
details such as extra bell push buttons were being noted.” Watch this space, or should that be watch the handrails.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Left: A Tranzurban line-up at the Interchange on 18 March 2019
formed of BCI Citirider 3442 and CRRC 3707 and 3705. The first
two mentioned buses are displaying Route 23z, the hourly service
to Wellington Zoo. 3442 has just arrived with the driver having
already changed the display for the 13.05 service, while 3707 is
about to depart to Stop A to run the 12.05 duty. 3705 had just
arrived with a Kingston service and will depart almost
immediately to the same destination from Stop B.

Right: Those were the days, when the layover area was often filled
with trolleybuses! On 6 October 2005 there were at least five
Volvos having a rest at the Interchange. From left to right we see
252, 207, 254 and 244. 252 and 254 are ready for service to Aro
Street and Seatoun respectively.

❹❸

BERGEN’S TINY FLEET OF TROLLEYBUSES
The Bergen trolleybus system is now the only system still in operation in Norway and only one of two left in Scandinavia. The
trolleybuses are operated by Tide Buss AS on behalf of Skyss. There are just six low-floor articulated MAN/Neoplan trolleybuses
of the N6221 type working in Bergen. Smartly turned out in an orange and white livery, they operate on the 7km route 2, but
are supplemented by buses, usually articulated Mercedes-Benz Citaros. The city’s electric network opened on February 24,
1950, as the Bergen Tramway but
was gradually closed and some of
the tram lines converted to
trolleybus
operation.
Reader
Hans-Henrik Fentz from Greve in
Denmark recently visited Bergen
and sent these photographs.

Left: Articulated M.A.N. Neoplan
N6221 8198 operating on Route 2, the
last trolleybus route remaining in
Norway. Note the cobbled street.

Left: The six remaining trolleybuses in Bergen are
clearly designed to shift large numbers of people
with not only seating but open standing space.
The bell pushes look identical to those used on a
number of new Wellington buses.

Right: 8196 in Smastrandgarten. Four doors enable quick
egress and three of the doors have camera monitoring. A
map of Route 2 can be downloaded from this address:
https//wikiroutes.info/en/Bergen?routes=46002

❹❹

HATAITAI TUNNEL – THEN AND NOW

These three western end views at Pirie Street show changes that have taken place at the 623m long Hataitai tunnel over the last few
years. Above: How it looked on 11 January 2008. The portals were earthquake strengthened between November 2014 and May 2015 and
new traffic light control was installed. Lower left: The trolleybus overhead was removed in November 2017. In January 2019 lines and
rumble strips were installed and then a month later the humps were removed. Lower right: Most recently in March 2019 reflective “cats’
eyes” were installed (with the rumble strips removed), arrows were added to guide bus drivers and keep them “on the straight and
narrow” and plastic bollards were installed at the entrances. Next month there will be a look at the eastern end.

❹❺

Left: This tatty poster was discovered inside the bus stop on Brooklyn Road at Washington
Avenue. On the face of it, it looks to have been produced by Metlink especially with the style
and colour. One could be forgiven for wondering if Metlink as well as running the Capital’s
transport network was now in the business of encouraging its passengers to learn te reo
Māori, an official language of New Zealand. However, the phrases on the poster didn’t quite
seem to convey the Metlink image; “Where is the bus?” “There is no bus” and “The bus is
full”, unfortunately what passengers on Route 7 sometimes have to experience. Enquiries
with Metlink revealed that the poster definitely wasn’t produced by them and they would
arrange for it to be removed. Somebody clearly went to time and trouble to maybe produce
this in conjunction with Māori Language Week and the on-going issues that locals experience
with Route 7 services. Perhaps the wag that produced this was fed up with Metlink messages
such as this: Bus 7: 7.20pm Kingston to Wellington Station is cancelled. Check RTI to find next
available bus. In this case, kāore he pahi, there is no bus.

Right: Mana-Newlands have acquired a small fleet of
ADL Enviro500s but they tend to be very shy during
the off-peak period. During this time the company
generally uses just single-deckers to service its Route
52 to and from Johnsonville. Therefore, it was
surprising to see 7602 at work on 20 March. It was
photographed in Manners Street.

THEN and NOW
in Washington Avenue
Brooklyn
Left: 379 about to turn left into
Cleveland Street on 4 November
2014.
Right: 3705 in the same location
but operated by batterypowered 3705 on 20 March
2019.

Left: Metlink, having insisted that all buses contracted to its routes
are fitted with bicycle racks must be wondering if the expense was
really worth it. I am not sure if it was the Regional Council or the bus
operator who paid but at a price quoted of $2500 a rack the amount
spent is sizeable! On 20 March 2019 I witnessed my fifth bike being
carried on a bus since July 2017. In this photograph ADL 4192 is
doing the honours in Lambton Quay while working a 2 to Karori.

Finally, if you have read this far, the picture on page 22 of
3703 with the “camera mast” attached
is this year’s April Fool ruse.
Remember you received your magazine on 1 April.
A closer look will reveal that the lighting mast is
behind the bus and situated in the adjacent park.
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TAILPIECE

The end is nigh for the Volvos. By June 2009 just four survived in service; 227, 233, 258 and 268. On 12 June,
268 looks somewhat lonely at the Interchange amongst the replacement Designlines. Although its former
ownership (Stagecoach livery) is still apparent, the ‘S’ word once on the rear above the word ‘Wellington’ had
been obliterated by this date. Stagecoach sold its Wellington bus interests to Infratil in 2005. Later this year
Infratil is expected to sell out to Next Capital. Despite all this, 268 lives on at Foxton Trolleybus Museum.

